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Legal Partnership Authorities’ Comments on the Applicant’s Responses To The ExA’s Written Questions (ExQ1) 

Response to [REP3-101] | Noise and Vibration 

The Legal Partnership Authorities are comprised of the following host and neighbouring Authorities who are jointly represented by Michael Bedford KC and Sharpe Pritchard LLP 

for the purposes of the Examination:  

 Crawley Borough Council 

 Horsham District Council  

 Mid Sussex District Council  

 West Sussex County Council  

 Reigate and Banstead Borough Council  

 Surrey County Council  

 East Sussex County Council; and 

 Tandridge District Council.  

 

In these submissions, the Legal Partnership Authorities may be referred to as the “Legal Partnership Authorities”, the “Authorities” , the “Joint Local Authorities” (“JLAs”)” or the 
“Councils”.  Please note that Mole Valley District Council  are also part of the Legal Partnership Authorities for some parts of the Examination (namely, those aspects relating to 
legal agreements entered into between the Applicant and any of the Legal Partnership Authorities).  

Introduction 

1. The Legal Partnership Authorities have now had the opportunity to review the Applicant’s responses to ExQ1 in conjunction with their specialist consultants and legal 
advisors.  

2. The Applicant provided their response to ExQ1 in the form of 19 separate written submissions to the examination together with annexes.  For the ExA’s ease of review, the 
Legal Partnership Authorities set out their comments on the Applicants responses in the final column of the table below. 

3. Where the Legal Partnership Authorities have decided not to comment on one of the Applicant’s responses, this question has been deleted from the table below.  
4. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Legal Partnership Authorities have decided not to comment on one of the Applicant’s responses this should not be taken to indicate 

that the Legal Partnership Authorities agree with the response.  
5. At deadline 4, the Legal Partnership Authorities have submitted a paper authored by their specialist aviation consultants at York Aviation LLP entitled “Response to Additional 

Documents Submitted at Deadline 3 – Case for the Scheme and Related Matters” (the “York Aviation Deadline 4 Paper”).  
6. The York Aviation Deadline 4 Paper addresses issues relating to the case for the scheme thematically and includes further commentary on the Applicant’s 

responses to the ExQ1 questions relating to this topic.  

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-002190-10.16%20The%20Applicant's%20Response%20to%20the%20ExA's%20Written%20Questions%20(ExQ1)%20-%20Noise%20and%20Vibration.pdf
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ExQ1 Question to: Question and Applicant’s Response Legal Partnership Authorities’ Response 

NOISE AND VIBRATION  

NV.1.1 The Applicant Replacement Noise Bund 

Paragraph 5.2.72 of the ES [APP-030] describes the existing bund 

which attenuates noise as having a height of up to 12m. It is to be 

replaced with a new bund and wall which would be up to 8m high in 

the west and 10m in the east. 

Why is the height of the replacement lower than the existing? 

 

Noise modelling of different bund heights was carried out as a 

sensitivity test to confirm the optimal height. It was found that a height 

of 10m gave only 0.5dB less attenuation than 12m at the nearest 

receptor, so 10m was adopted for the preferred design. The height of 

the bund is 10m and reduces to 8m at its western end due to height 

restrictions for the main runway. 

The Applicant states that the change in attenuation between a 

10m and 12m bund is only 0.5dB; however, no information to 

support this statement is provided in the application.  

The JLA’s position is that this reduction in bund height is a 

worsening on the current situation and there should be no 

opportunity to reduce the level of mitigation provided. 

 

If anything the development provides the opportunity to improve 

the situation by consideration of both extending and increasing 

the height of the bund and the JLAs would expect the Applicant 

to have undertaken this work.  This is consistent with national 

planning policy. 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000823-5.1%20ES%20Chapter%205%20Project%20Description.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NGY4Mjo0MDlhZjNiM2YwMzQ1NDhiZWU2Mjg2NGI4YTcyNGIzYTg2MWQ1NzFhNWNhY2I0ZjIwNjA2MTE1YjUyMDM0ZTBmOnA6VA
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NV.1.2 The Applicant Replacement Noise Bund 

Paragraph 8.6.27 of the Planning Statement [APP-245] describes 

existing and proposed noise bunds. 

Will the replacement bund be constructed before the existing bund is 

removed? How would this be secured through the DCO? 

 

As explained in ES Chapter 5: Project Description [REP1-016] 

(paras 5.2.93 to 5.2.94), the western end of the existing noise bund 

would be removed, before the new noise bund and wall is built to 

replace it. The western end would be removed within the first year of 

the airfield works, and there will be a period up to six months when 

part of the bund will be missing. ES Appendix 5.3.3: Indicative 

Construction Sequencing [REP2-016] shows the removal and 

replacement of the western noise mitigation as taking place between 

2024 and 2026.  

Noise modelling was undertaken that showed during this period levels 

of ground noise could increase by up to 3dB at the nearest noise 

sensitive receptor, Westfield Place. This property is within the Noise 

Insulation Scheme Inner Zone and the Applicant would ensure the full 

package of noise insulation is offered and provided to this property 

before the bund is removed, as required by the property owner. The 

requirement to do so will be confirmed in updates to be made in the 

Code of Construction Practice, to ensure there is a clear secured need 

to follow this methodology. Noise modelling showed that further away 

beyond this property the biggest noise increase would be no more 

The Applicant has not answered the question adequately. The 

removal of the bund is covered in Work No. 18 [APP-008] and the 

new barrier is secured as item DBF14 in Table 1.11.1 of 

Appendix 1 – Design Principles [REP2-037]. However, no 

reference is provided in Appendix 1 – Design Principles [REP2-

037] to ES Figure 5.2.1g [AS-135] for both the western noise 

bund/ wall and noise barriers at the north and south terminal 

junctions (item N3 in Table 1.11.1 [REP2-037]). It would be 

appropriate to include a reference to ES Figure 5.2.1g [AS-135] 

in Table 1.11.1 of Appendix 1 – Design Principles [REP2-037]. 

The Applicant states that there would be a period of six months 

when part of the bund will be missing; however, there does not 

appear to be any information within the application to support this 

statement. We would request that the Applicant provide more 

detail on the removal of the existing bund and construction of new 

mitigation and provide information on how long that nearby 

receptors experience unmitigated levels of ground noise. 

Additionally, it should be identified whether this period of 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001044-7.1%20Planning%20Statement.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NDQ1OTpiMDEyNjNkMDFhMGY4NGMxMGFlNzg0ODU5ZWNhNGJjMTg5MWYxYjcxYjQ0YTgxMTg4ZDNlMGFlOWU5NzdjZmU4OnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001813-5.1%20ES%20Chapter%205%20Project%20Description%20(Clean)%20-%20Version%204.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6YjcxYjplOTc2OTI1NzU1ODE1OGU5ODBlNzIzZTAxNjM0MmJhMDcyYmQ3NzkyNjkyNmRhM2NkM2YyYWNmNWE2NDE4NmYyOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001923-D2_Applicant_5.3%20Environmental%20Statement%20Appendix%205.3.3%20Indicative%20Construction%20Sequencing%20(Clean)%20-%20Version%202.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NGEwYTpkNDE2MDg3ZDBiNGY3Zjk4MzYzMjFlOWI2OTI1NTRlYmM4ZDUzODkzMjc2MWMzMDUxNzJlMTRhMDZhZGE1MTBjOnA6VA
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than 1dB during this temporary period, which would not generate any 

additional significant effects.   

increased noise would constitute a likely significant effect.  

The Applicant states that noise modelling of a scenario with the 

existing bund removed has been undertaken, but no details of this 

modelling have been provided. We would request that the 

Applicant provide more details on this additional ground noise 

modelling. 

We welcome the commitment to secure noise insulation for 

properties affected by increased levels of ground noise prior to 

removal of the existing bund. 

The retention of this noise bund to provide acoustic mitigation is 

currently controlled under Condition 4 of planning application 

CR/125/1979 (see Chapter 4 [REP1-068] and the Applicant has 

not explained how the retention of any replacement acoustic 

feature once constructed is to be secured in perpetuity to 

safeguard affected properties. 

NV.1.3 The Applicant Noise Designated Airport 

Paragraph 8.6.3 of the Planning Statement [APP-245] states that 

Gatwick is a noise-designated airport. What does this status mean? 

 

Section 80 of the Civil Aviation Act 1982 provides the Secretary of 

State with the power to designate aerodromes in Great Britain for the 

purpose of regulating noise and vibration from aircraft using those 

airports, including by setting noise controls. Heathrow, Gatwick, and 

The JLAs are of the opinion that the concept of designated airport 

is a historical anomaly whereby state owned airports were 

designated for control by the Secretary of State. In any event, the 

designation status does not and should not preclude the securing 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001044-7.1%20Planning%20Statement.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NDQ1OTpiMDEyNjNkMDFhMGY4NGMxMGFlNzg0ODU5ZWNhNGJjMTg5MWYxYjcxYjQ0YTgxMTg4ZDNlMGFlOWU5NzdjZmU4OnA6VA
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Stansted airports have been designated to avoid, limit or mitigate the 

effect of noise from aircraft since 1971. 

Section 78 of the Act then provides the basis upon which the Secretary 

of State may regulate to direct aircraft operators using designated 

airports, or the designated airport operators themselves, to adopt 

procedures which limit noise and vibration.  

An example of the controls which the Secretary of State may impose 

by virtue of an airport being designated is the night flight movement 

limit and quota count restrictions on Gatwick Airport, and the other 

designated airports. 

of additional controls in the DCO.  

 

Whilst recent consultation showed communities viewed  

designation favourably, this was mainly due to the belief that 

designation would bring about stricter controls1.  

 

The JLAs’ view is that overall there is a lack of adequate legislative 

control for aviation noise and that aviation noise policy is 

inadequate to deal with the issues communities face.  

 

By way of example, in 2003 The Future of Air Transport cm 6406 

identified the need for new legislation in relation to the control of 

noise yet none has come to pass. 

 

The Green Paper ‘UK airspace policy: a framework for balanced 

decisions on the design and use of airspace’, 2017,  refers to the 

limited controls imposed on designated airports and states “Due to 

the regulatory nature of these controls and the associated 

processes any changes need to go through, the noise operating 

procedures set by Government at the designated airports have not 

changed for many years and now represent minimum industry 

practice. Therefore, they do not necessarily reflect the latest 

developments in noise management or the measures that an 

airport could put in place if they were not bound by the 

Government’s controls.” 

 
1 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/65d5f26c2ab2b3001a759638/dft-annex-c-summary-consultation-responses-longer-term-reform.pdf  

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/65d5f26c2ab2b3001a759638/dft-annex-c-summary-consultation-responses-longer-term-reform.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MjJkZjo0YjA1ZjZkYTA3ZGNkYjJjMWU0NzM0NGExMDM3NmE3NTk0YzA4MzRkOWYwMGFiMWZmNWE3ZmVmZGFhMjJkOWYyOnA6VA
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In other words, the designated airports have some of the weakest 

controls in the country but as they are the largest they have the 

greatest impacts on the population. 

 

The night noise regime is one of the controls set by the DfT and 

has been commented upon by both community groups and the 

JLAs as it applies controls to the period 23:30 to 06:00. This is 

inconsistent with other aviation policy that defines the night period 

as the 8 hours between 23:00 and 07:00 (the LAeq 8hr night). The 

JLAs raised their concerns in ISH5 about the lack of control in the 

shoulder periods and have also highlighted the importance of 

these hours as this is when disturbance makes it more difficult to 

get to sleep in the evening (23:00 to 23:30) or can cause 

premature conscious awakenings early in the morning (06:00 to 

07:00) and sleep cannot be resumed.  

 

 

In their written summary of the oral case for ISH-05, the Applicant 

rejected the suggestion that the ‘shoulder periods’ should be 

given special consideration or be subject to additional controls via 

the DCO, stating that (i) the DfT consultation on night flight 

controls did not propose to change definition of nighttime and (ii) 

“other controls must be taken into account and assumed to 

operate effectively.” (Document 10.9.6 at §2.2.1, [REP1-066]) 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/www.gov.uk/government/consultations/night-flight-restrictions-heathrow-gatwick-and-stansted-airports-from-october-2025/night-flight-restrictions-heathrow-gatwick-and-stansted-airports-from-october-2025___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZjAwMTo1ZjZjYWFkOTQ0Nzg3ZTkxZjFkNGZkNDM2NWM2ZWRjYTEzNGQwMWNkNWFjMzczYzA0ODU1NDFlYTQ1MTdjZmE3OnA6VA#:~:text=We%20believe%20the%20existing%20restrictions,the%20possible%20exception%20of%20Stansted.
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/www.gov.uk/government/consultations/night-flight-restrictions-heathrow-gatwick-and-stansted-airports-from-october-2025/night-flight-restrictions-heathrow-gatwick-and-stansted-airports-from-october-2025___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZjAwMTo1ZjZjYWFkOTQ0Nzg3ZTkxZjFkNGZkNDM2NWM2ZWRjYTEzNGQwMWNkNWFjMzczYzA0ODU1NDFlYTQ1MTdjZmE3OnA6VA#:~:text=We%20believe%20the%20existing%20restrictions,the%20possible%20exception%20of%20Stansted.
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The DfT Consultation referred to was published on 22 February 

2024 and considers proposals for night flight restrictions at 

Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted from October 2025 when the 

current regime ends. 

 

It is correct that DfT are not proposing to change the definition of 

nighttime for the next regime, commencing in October 2025, 

however the passage highlighted by the Applicant in the hyperlink 

included in their summary of ISH-05 presents an incomplete 

picture when taken out of context. It reads: 

“We believe the existing restrictions on night flights are sufficient 

to meet the new night-time noise abatement objective. Therefore, 

while we await further evidence, we now propose to keep 

movement limits and noise quota limits the same for the next 

regime, with the possible exception of Stansted.” 

However the preceding paragraph makes it clear that the regime 

being referred to is a “bridging regime” designed to operate from 

October 2025 to October 2028, while the outcomes of two 

important studies on aviation noise are awaited. These are the 

Aviation Night Noise Effects (“ANNE”) study and the  Aviation 

Noise Attitudes Study “ANAS”. The consultation explains that the 

outcomes of the ANNE study will “inform questions such as 

whether there should be a change to the 6.5 hour night quota 

period”. DfT has chosen a 3-year bridging regime instead of a 5-
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year regime because “5 years was considered too long as we 

wish to be able to review the night flight regime again – once we 

have the evidence from the ANNE study and the aviation noise 

attitudes survey”. 

The section of the consultation on Gatwick Airport notes that the 
application for development consent to bring the northern runway 
into routine use has been accepted for detailed examination and 
“Depending on the outcome of the examination and the Secretary 
of State for Transport’s decision on the application, the airport 
anticipates that the project could be completed and ready for 
operational use by the end of the decade.” Therefore, the project 
would not be expected to be operational before the end of the 
bridging regime in October 2028 and certainly not before the 
publication of the ANNE study and the next round of consultation 
on the subsequent regime. 
 
In the section on Stansted, the consultation notes that, following 
planning permission granted in June 2021 for the airport to serve 
up to 43 million passengers per annum, a planning condition has 
imposed a night noise limit on operations at Stansted for the full 
8-hour period of 23:00 – 07:00. The consultation suggests three 
options for how the bridging regime might deal with Stansted, two 
of which involve the removal of Government night controls and 
reliance being placed on the planning condition. It states that:  

“We believe option 1 and option 2 both have merit, as they fit with 

the Government’s expectation that appropriate noise controls are 

usually best set locally through the planning system. This is the 

case at all other airports currently, except the noise-designated 

airports: Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted. There are airports 

which impact more people with night noise than Stansted, where 
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the Government is content for local controls to be in place.” 

Thus, the DfT consultation read as a whole does not support the 
Applicant’s characterisation of it for several reasons:  

a. The position from October 2028 is very uncertain, with the 
next regime explicitly described as a bridging regime while 
further research and evidence gathering is underway. There 
is a possibility that DfT night controls may be extended to 
cover a longer period after the publication of the ANNE and 
ANAS studies.  

b. The project permitted by the DCO would not be operational 
until after the end of the 3-year bridging regime. 

c. There is precedent for a designated airport to secure limits 
on night noise across the whole 8-hour nighttime period via 
local planning controls in the shape of Stansted.   

d. DfT has expressed a preference in the consultation for noise 

controls to be set locally through the planning system where 

possible. 

 

Furthermore, the section of the 2024 DfT night noise consultation 

dealing with Stansted notes that, following planning permission 

granted in June 2021 for the airport to serve up to 43 million 

passengers per annum, a planning condition has imposed a night 

noise limit on operations at Stansted for the full 8-hour period of 

23:00 – 07:00. The consultation suggests three options for how the 

“bridging regime” intended to operate from October 2025 to 

October 2028 might deal with Stansted, two of which involve the 

removal of Government night controls and reliance being placed 
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on the planning condition. The consultation states that these two 

options “both have merit, as they fit with the Government’s 

expectation that appropriate noise controls are usually best set 

locally through the planning system.” 

 

 

 

Interestingly this is seen as possible because the power of the 

SoS is discretionary, so he may exercise discretion where 

appropriate and necessary. By improving controls locally through 

the planning system it is no longer necessary to secure 

protections for communities through national controls over 

designated airports. 

While the concept of the noise envelope provide some further 

control, it is not ideal and the JLAs have discussed the concept of 

an environmental permit by reference to existing UK pollution 

control legislation and seeks to incorporate features of that regime 

to the extent possible within the DCO process. 

 

The DCO provides an opportunity to improve noise control, and 

for both outcome-based and process-specific  measures, similar 

to those specified by the Secretary of State, to be contained in a 

single framework.I If the JLAs were allowed a scrutiny role in the 
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Noise Envelope, it would also allow them to represent the 

communities affected in setting strict noise control measures.  

The JLAs would request that the Examining Authority invite the 

DfT to provide their opinion on the extent of the controls that could 

be incorporated into a DCO.  

NV.1.4 CAA Potential Revisions to Airspace 

The 4th row of Table 14.2.1 in ES Chapter 14 [APP-039] states “Whilst 

the development of a third runway at Heathrow would be contingent on 

major revisions to airspace in the South East of England, this Project is 

not.” 

a) Does the CAA agree with this statement, noting 

that IAG/ British Airways has expressed 

scepticism in their WR [REP1-198]? 

b) Schedule 2 of the dDCO (Requirements) states 

‘“independent air noise reviewer” means the CAA’. 

Does the CAA agree with this interpretation and 

consider that the role itself is sufficiently well defined? 

c) The ExA is aware of the Aircraft Noise Attitudes Survey 

(ANAS) that is underway. Is it expected that any of the 

results will be published before the end of the 

examination on 27 August 2024? If so, what? 

 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000832-5.1%20ES%20Chapter%2014%20Noise%20and%20Vibration.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6Y2IyMTpjMDA4Njk3ZTJlNDVmYzg0N2NjYmY4MzI0NjE4MWI2NGI2MjNmYWQ4NDRhNmY1NTJkYjViMWQyYTZiMmY1OTBmOnA6VA
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Whilst the Applicant notes that the ExA has directed this question to 

the CAA, it has provided a response to part a) of the question. 

a) A third runway at Heathrow would be inoperable without the 

development of a supporting airspace structure to facilitate the 

movement of air traffic to/from the new runway. The creation of 

new arrival and departure routes for the new third runway, as well 

as the existing Heathrow runways, would be required. To facilitate 

this development, changes to the arrival and departure routes of 

the other London airports would also be necessary as part of this 

project, thus major revisions to the airspace would be a critical 

enabler for Heathrow’s third runway project. 

However, the London Gatwick Northern Runway Project is not 

developing a new runway. Section 4 of ES Chapter 14: Noise and 

Vibration [APP-039] and Capacity and Operations Summary 

Paper [REP1-053] explain the Project does not require the 

routings of aircraft to or from the airport to be changed (see CAA 

airspace change proposal ACP-2019-81). London Gatwick’s 

current airspace design includes Standard Instrument Departures 

(SID) and arrival procedures for both the 26L/08R (main) and 

26R/08L (northern) runways. 

Departure route separation requirements along with the 

optimisation of the departing aircraft sequence are described 

comprehensively in Capacity and Operations Summary Paper 

[REP1-053] with the supporting model data captured in Capacity 

and Operations Summary Paper Appendix Airfield Capacity 

The Dublin Airport Northen Runway project made similar 

assumptions to the Applicant that northern runway departures 

would follow existing flight paths. However, after consent had 

been granted, a regulatory review by AirNav concluded it was not 

safe to operate the northern runway in parallel with the southern 

runway as northern runway departures may interfere with aborted 

landings on the southern runway. As such, northern runway 

aircraft flew on different flight paths to those assessed in the 

application. The Applicant should confirm whether the proposed 

northern runway can safely operate during aborted southern 

runway landings and if this has been agreed with the CAA.  

 

 

The Green Paper referred to above also made a clear linkage 

between development of infrastructure and airspace and the 

considerations that should be extended to both.  

 

The JLAs have expressed their concern about the effects of the 

proposed increases in overflight of Wizad (for which overflight 

datasets for a number of years have still not been provided). While 

these may not be defined as an air space change it is nonetheless 

a change to the way in which the airspace is used and contrary to 

its intention. 

 

The JLAs question whether it would be necessary to increase 

airspace capacity in this way were it not for increasing airport 

capacity. The two issues are closely linked. We note the 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000832-5.1%20ES%20Chapter%2014%20Noise%20and%20Vibration.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6Y2IyMTpjMDA4Njk3ZTJlNDVmYzg0N2NjYmY4MzI0NjE4MWI2NGI2MjNmYWQ4NDRhNmY1NTJkYjViMWQyYTZiMmY1OTBmOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001850-10.7%20Capacity%20and%20Operations%20Summary%20Paper.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZTdiOTphOTYxYTg1NzQ0YTAzMDRhMjZkYzM5N2QzYzY0YmMxNzdiOTRlODI2ZGMzZTgyYWNmYTlhNmI3NjNlY2UyZmY2OnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001850-10.7%20Capacity%20and%20Operations%20Summary%20Paper.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZTdiOTphOTYxYTg1NzQ0YTAzMDRhMjZkYzM5N2QzYzY0YmMxNzdiOTRlODI2ZGMzZTgyYWNmYTlhNmI3NjNlY2UyZmY2OnA6VA
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Study [REP1-054]. 

The Applicant is separately taking forward airspace change under 

the Government sponsored Airspace Modernisation Programme 

[REP1-053, para 1.2.12] and while the London Gatwick operation 

will benefit directly as a result of this programme, it is not required 

to deliver the Northern Runway Project. The London Terminal 

Manoeuvring Area (LTMA) airspace is complex, necessarily 

integrating the arrival and departure routes for all of the London 

airports, and as identified by the JLAs [REP1-069, Appendix F] the 

timeline for the delivery of this complicated, multi-sponsor 

enterprise is unknown.  

The Applicant, alongside NERL (National Air Traffic Services 

(NATS) En-Route plc), is co-sponsoring the London Airspace 

South (LAS) airspace deployment under the same programme 

which is, by comparison, a less complex airspace change that can 

be deployed sooner than the rest of the LTMA airspace, realising 

benefits earlier than might otherwise have been the case. 

In particular for London Gatwick, London Airspace South is 

expected to increase capacity and reduce the air traffic controllers’ 

workload thereby strengthening resilience, reducing delays on the 

ground pre-departure caused by capacity constraints in the 

airspace and potentially increasing runway throughput during busy 

periods. 

The beneficial geographical location of London Gatwick, that lies to 

Applicant’s comment stating that 500 options are being 

considered but the JLAs were of the understanding that a 

substantial number had been screened out and that the next 

stage of the airspace change process would see far fewer options 

considered. It is understood that the Applicant is seeking to 

promote airspace change that would in the first phase  seek to 

bring into operation or intensify the use of  routes to the south of 

the airport including those that are likely to have a direct effect on 

Route 9 (Wizad) and on the residents of Horsham and the AONB 

for Mid Sussex. 

 

The Examining Authority may wish to invite comment from the 

CAA in relation to this matter and further clarification from 

Gatwick. There is substantial public interest in this matter.  

 

  

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001849-10.7%20Capacity%20and%20Operations%20Summary%20Paper%20Appendix%20Airfield%20Capacity%20Study.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MzM0YjphNWM0ZTFhOGUxNWY0ZjRmYzFlZGE0Yzg0OTM4ODgxNTJiOTllNGMzZTJkZjkwYmNmMTJmMDY4NGM2ZjdmZDVmOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001849-10.7%20Capacity%20and%20Operations%20Summary%20Paper%20Appendix%20Airfield%20Capacity%20Study.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MzM0YjphNWM0ZTFhOGUxNWY0ZjRmYzFlZGE0Yzg0OTM4ODgxNTJiOTllNGMzZTJkZjkwYmNmMTJmMDY4NGM2ZjdmZDVmOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001748-D1_Crawley%20Borough%20Council,%20Horsham%20District%20Council,%20Mid%20Sussex%20District%20Council%20and%20West%20Sussex%20County%20Council_Local%20Impact%20Report_Appendices%20-%20COMBINED.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6OGFjMjo5MmYzNTMyN2ZmN2I5YzJkNDFjM2Y5NmM3NmE1NTU2OTI4MzIwODQ0YmYyYzQxZjQ0YWY4MWFlYWE0MDE1MDljOnA6VA
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the south of the congested and complex central LTMA airspace, 

and the supporting airspace that lies to its south, means it is easier 

to take forward airspace change here compared to the north of 

London Gatwick, which would involve the other main London 

airports. The deployment of London Airspace South could be in Q1 

2027 if the process is complete and approved. Currently, there are 

over 500 options being considered, so it is not possible to carry out 

any noise modelling or assessment of the effect it could have on 

the Northern Runway Project noise assessment.   

NV.1.5 The Applicant Sensitivity Test for Total Aviation Noise 

In the context of the ongoing ANAS research and the policy tests 

described at paragraph 5.68 of the ANPS: 

Can the Applicant provide for the years 2019, 2029, 2032 and 2047, 

assuming slow transition, for air and ground noise combined, and 

accounting for all other residential and noise sensitive development 

consented at the time the application was made, tables equivalent to 

Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10 of ‘Noise Exposure Contours for Gatwick 

Airport 2019 ERCD REPORT 2002’, with the LAeq 16 hour day values 

extended in 3 dB steps down to 45 dB and the LAeq 8 hour night 

values extended in 3 dB steps down to 39 dB for operational noise? 

Can the Applicant support the tabulated information with Figures 

equivalent to B15 and B16 for the years 2029, 2032 and 2047? 
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Can the noise modelling be done? 

The request requires air noise to be modelled down to LAeq 16 hr 45 

dB and LAeq 8 hr 39dB, ie 6dB below LOAEL.  These contours are 

6dB below those in the current ANCON model used by the CAA’s 

Environmental Research and Consultancy Department (ERCD) for all 

the Project’s noise modelling.  In response to the request of the ExA, 

the Applicant has asked ERCD if the modelling can be done.  ERCD 

has advised that the current model does not cover the extended area 

over which the lower noise contours would lie and in its current form is 

not fit for this purpose.  

To model to levels 6dB lower as requested the aircraft tracks and 

profiles would need to be extended to cover the much larger area. This 

may include the approach stacks making the modelling complex. The 

model could be developed to do this, but it would be a sizeable task 

taking months, and it could not be done in time for the Examination 

Authority to consider the results before the Examination closes on 27 

August. Furthermore, to be used with any confidence that model would 

then need validation through analysis of Noise and Track Keeping data 

from monitors that would need to be located under the extended 

arrivals and departure tracks, which would also take some time to 

arrange.  And there is real uncertainty as to whether it is possible to 

measure these lower noise levels from aircraft at the higher altitudes 

they are at in this wider area above ambient noise (see ERCD Report 

1006, Measurement and Modelling of Aircraft Noise at Low Levels, 

2019).  

The airport has commenced a separate consultation for airspace 

change. Earlier this year the Applicant provided some ‘workshops’ 

and the process was explained. In answer to an attendee 

question, the airport confirmed that they would model to the WHO 

noise levels as a sensitivity test. These broadly correspond to the 

levels that the examining authority was requesting.  

 

Therefore the JLAs would ask the Examining Authority to seek 

clarification as to for airspace change proposals this can be 

achieved but for the NRP the airport are declining to do so. 

 

The JLAs have requested this information previously.   

 

 

We note the uncertainty that might be associated with producing 

data for lower noise levels and in part that is why the JLAs 

consider that provisions for continuously reducing uncertainty 

need to be incorporated into any DCO. In that way effects of 

aviation noise on populations can be better understood and with 

greater degree of confidence. At present the JLAs have not 

received information on uncertainty and how it will be minimised. 

 

Should the Applicant be suggesting that there is no modelling time 

available then given that work of this nature is in progress for the 

separate Airspace Change proposals it would not seem 

unreasonable to the JLAs for the Examining Authority to require 
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Ground noise could be modelled down to LAeq 16 hr 45 dB and LAeq 

8 hr 39dB, ie 6dB below LOAEL, although the uncertainty in the 

predicted levels would be greater. However, the noise levels requested 

to be modelled are in all cases below the measured baseline levels 

(see ES Chapter 14: Noise and Vibration [APP-039] Table 14.6.4; 

during the day 3 to 22dB above and during the night 5 to 22dB above). 

Since ground noise is assessed relative to ambient noise as well as in 

terms of noise change, there would be no noise effects at these lower 

ground noise levels. 

Modelling noise levels would not show new effects from the Project  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of the ES assessment accompanying the DCO 

Application is to assess the likely significant effects of the Project. 

Significant effects from air noise arise where a noise change of >3dB 

arises between LOAEL and SOAEL or >1dB arise above SOAEL using 

LAeq 16 hr and LAeq 8 hr noise levels. The noise modelling provided 

(see ES Figure 14.9.5) shows that at the daytime LOAEL, LAeq 16 hr 

51dB, noise increases are generally 0-1dB and are 1-2 dB in the areas 

around Route 4 and Route 3 to the north and immediately north of the 

airport boundary. No changes of >3dB would occur outside the 

daytime LOAEL, so modelling noise levels below LOAEL would not 

the information to be  provided or at least seek clarification from 

the supplier about timescales. The JLAs consider that if the 

modeller reallocated time from airspace change to the Northern 

Runway Proposal then this should be possible.  We note that the 

Applicant was able to produce proposals for the a new 

wastewater treatment plant promptly and see no reason why 

practically the modelling is not possible. 

 

Accepting that uncertainty will increase with the modelling of 

lower noise levels, the JLAs consider that they will still provide 

more information about where potential impacts may occur and 

that new effects of the Northern Runway may emerge. 

 

 Whilst the purpose of the Environmental Statement may be to 

identify significant effects, the ANPS, NPPF and the NPSE 

consider the adverse effects with appropriate responses at 

appropriate thresholds.  

 

Nothing in national aviation, noise or planning policy prohibits 

planning decision makers from taking into account noise impacts 

which do not constitute likely significant effects in EIA terms as 

material planning considerations.   

 

With regards to combined air and ground noise effects, the JLAs 

believe that sleep disturbance for air and ground noise should be 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000832-5.1%20ES%20Chapter%2014%20Noise%20and%20Vibration.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6Y2IyMTpjMDA4Njk3ZTJlNDVmYzg0N2NjYmY4MzI0NjE4MWI2NGI2MjNmYWQ4NDRhNmY1NTJkYjViMWQyYTZiMmY1OTBmOnA6VA
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reveal any new significant effects.  Similarly for night-time the noise 

modelling provided (see ES Figure 14.9.10) shows that at the night-

time LOAEL, LAeq 8 hr 45dB, noise increases are generally 0-1dB and 

are 1-2 dB immediately north of the airport boundary. No changes of 

>3dB would occur outside the night-time LOAEL, so modelling noise 

levels below LOAEL would not reveal any new significant effects.    

At such low levels air noise effects would be lessened by ambient 

noise from road traffic 

In the year 2000 the government commissioned the Building Research 

Establishment (BRE) to carry out a major survey of ambient noise 

levels around the country. Although the survey is more than 20 years 

old the results give an indication of the general levels of ambient noise 

experienced across the country. The survey used measurements 

obtained outside 1020 dwellings and extrapolated the results for the 

whole of England and Wales. The headline results include the 

following: 

The National Noise Incidence Study 2000 has found that 55±3% of the 

population of England and Wales live in dwellings exposed to day-time 

noise levels above the [then] WHO level of 55 dB LAeq,day.  

The National Noise Incidence Study 2000 has found that 68±3% of the 

population of England and Wales live in dwellings exposed to night-

time noise levels above the [then] WHO level of 45 dB LAeq,night.  

BRE released the full set of measured data, from which it is possible to 

combined. GAL have assessed both air and ground noise in terms 

of the LAmax metric, which is used to calculate sleep disturbance. 

It would follow that air and ground noise sleep disturbance could 

be combined. 

GAL state that the ground noise assessment adopts principles in 

BS 4142, which is incorrect. The assessment criteria are based 

on “the change in the Leq noise above the LOAEL” (paragraph 

14.4.89 [APP-039]). The Applicant should explain how BS 4142 

principles are adopted in the ground noise assessment. 

The Applicant also states that the ground noise assessment 

considers how ground noise compares with noise generated from 

other ambient noise sources, which is also incorrect. Paragraph 

14.9.220 to 14.9.233 [APP-039] discusses ground noise effects 

with no reference to other ambient noise sources. The Applicant 

should explain how it has considered other ambient noise sources 

in the assessment of ground noise. 

The JLAs welcome the provision of ground noise contours  

Supporting Noise and Vibration Technical Notes to the 

Statements of Common Ground [REP3-071]. However, only the 

SOAEL contours are presented. As the ground noise assessment 

considers the change in noise above the LOAEL, noise contours 

should be provided as per air noise contours; in 3 dB increments 

above the LOAEL. The JLAs also challenge the validity of the 

ground noise contours as some noise sources (taxiing) are 

assessed using the LAeq,T metric, whereas other sources 
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extract estimates of the prevalence of noise at lower levels including 

those for which aircraft noise modelling has been requested, as 

follows. 

The National Noise Incidence Study 2000 data indicates that 99% of 

the population of England and Wales were living in dwellings exposed 

to daytime noise levels above 45 dB LAeq,16 hour day and 98% of the 

population of England and Wales were living in dwellings exposed to 

night-time noise levels above 39 dB LAeq,8 hour night.  The 

predominant source of ambient noise is road traffic, with rail and air 

traffic making much smaller contributions. Although this noise 

exposure data may be out of date and has been superseded by more 

recent strategic noise mapping studies, it nonetheless indicates that 

the noise levels down to which the ExA has requested aircraft noise 

modelling are lower than those experienced by the vast majority of the 

UK population.  It therefore is likely that in locations experiencing these 

levels of aircraft noise, the effects of noise overall would be caused by 

other noise sources.   

What does the WHO say about these levels of air noise ? 

The Examining Authority asks for noise levels to be modelled 3dB and 

6dB below the day and night LOAELs. Effects of noise at levels below 

LOAEL were discussed in ISH5 when the Examining Authority referred 

to the large number of interested parties living outside the LOAEL 

contours (see Written Summary from Oral Submissions from Issue 

Specific Hearing 5: Aviation Noise [REP1-060]. Those interested 

(engine testing, auxiliary power units and end around taxiway 

usage) are assessed using the LAmax metric. Additionally, the 

JLAs have been requesting the use of the new fire training area 

is included in the ground noise assessment since scoping and the 

Applicant has not fulfilled this request. The Applicant maintains 

that the LAeq,T metric is used to assess likely significant effects 

and the defines the ground noise LOAEL and SOAEL in terms of 

the LAeq,T metric. Not including all ground noise sources as a 

reasonable worst-case day in the LAeq,T ground noise 

predictions shows there is clearly a deficiency in the ground noise 

assessment. All sources need to be modelled as contributing to 

the reasonable worst-case day LAeq,T ground noise levels. 

The Applicant has attempted to provide some indication on how 

engine testing would contribute to the LAeq,T metric with some 

highly unrealistic assumptions. Paragraph 2.7.2 [REP1-050] 

states that peak engine testing noise levels would last for two 

minutes and events would occur, on average, 0.35 times per day. 

As such, engine testing noise LAeq,T noise has been calculated 

based on event lasting for 0.7 minutes (42 seconds). An example 

of a typical jet aircraft engine test is provided in the figure below2.  

 
2 Figure 1 of Basis of Calculation for Engine Test Runs – Dr Thomas Schenk – KSZ Ingenieürburo GmbH (2013) 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001856-10.8.6%20Written%20Summary%20of%20Oral%20Submissions%20-%20ISH5%20Aviation%20Noise.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MWI5ZDo1MjM1ZGY5YzViNThjMjY0NDMzMWIzZjZlOWE3ZmQ2YzFiN2U0Y2I5MWI2NGRiZThhYjNhNWE1Y2ExMDE0OTkyOnA6VA
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parties have referred to the World Health Organisation guidance which 

suggests that, to prevent any effects of noise on health, noise levels 

should be no higher than Lden 45 dB and LNight 40dB. Whilst the 

Examining Authority’s suggested noise levels to model do not match 

the WHO guidelines precisely, they are similar and the relevance of 

the WHO guidelines and what those recommendations are, is relevant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The duration of this typical event is 25-minutes and the figure 

illustrates that high levels of noise (at a distance of 100m) occur 

for the duration of the event. It would be helpful if the Applicant 

could provide a typical engine testing profile that could be used to 

model ground noise such that ground running events would 

contribute to LAeq,T ground noise levels. This should be 

modelled as one event occurring on a reasonable worst-case day 

and should not be modelled as a partial event for an average day.  

The JLAs would welcome an updated ground noise model to 

determine whether any additional properties would qualify for 

noise insulation. Additionally, the JLAs would welcome the 

Applicant providing justification and supporting evidence as to 

why ground noise is not covered by the Outer Zone. 

We also note the reference to the National Noise Incidence Study 

2000. As a national study it representative of the country and not 
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Firstly, the WHO Environmental Noise Guidelines do not set policy 

standards for the UK. The setting of those values has taken no 

account of the cost of achieving those values nor of the economic and 

social benefits of the source. In setting any limits in policy or 

standards, the Environmental Noise Guidelines state that cost, 

feasibility and preferences must be taken into account (page 29). 

 

 

 

 

Secondly the WHO Environmental Noise Guidelines note that ‘cultural 

differences around what is considered annoying are significant, even 

this location. Furthermore, different sounds evoke different 

responses dependent on the nature. The JLAs consider that there 

is merit in this exercise. 

We note the Applicant’s comments and refer back to the 

modelling comments on airspace change where they do propose 

to model to lower levels than those presented in the DCO. 

 

It is correct that the Environmental Noise Guidelines do not set 

policy standards for the UK. However, the Noise Policy Statement 

for England does set UK policy to allow for authoritative scientific 

evidence such as that within the ENG to be taken into 

consideration. (We note that the guidelines were further reviewed 

by Smith, Basner et al in 2022 and included additional studies to 

those used to inform the ENG and found that the effect of aviation 

noise is understated in the ENG. ) Where effects are consistent 

with one of the effects described in the LOAEL or SOAEL range 

in the NPSEthen the evidence is material. The UK decision maker 

can then determine what weight is applied to that information in 

connection with all considerations.  

 

 

Presumably then, as the WHO work relates to health effects 
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within Europe’ and so the guidelines state that data and exposure-

response curves derived in a local context should be applied whenever 

possible to assess the specific relationship between noise and 

annoyance in a given situation (page 109). The WHO systematic 

review did not include the UK’s Study or Noise Annoyance (SONA, 

2014) because it was published just after the WHO research literature 

review commenced. The UK government has studied dose response 

curves in the UK in the SONA study, so as recommended by the WHO 

these should be used to assess the specific relationship between 

aircraft noise and annoyance in the UK.   

Modelling to these lower noise levels would not be consistent with 

government guidance 

Paragraph 5.68 of the ANPF states: 

Development consent should not be granted unless the Secretary of 

State is satisfied that the proposals will meet the following aims for the 

effective management and control of noise, within the context of 

Government policy on sustainable development:  

• Avoid significant adverse impacts on health and quality of life from 

noise;  

• Mitigate and minimise adverse impacts on health and quality of life 

from noise; and  

• Where possible, contribute to improvements to health and quality of 

(although the WHO definition of health is a state of complete 

physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence 

of disease or infirmity) the Applicant will be applying those 

standards in relation to the night effects which are predominantly 

health based and providing a detailed evidence review of the 

exposure response functions for health effects that occur during 

the (day) and   night to consider how they should be managed and 

mitigated ?   

 

 

Nonetheless the Applicant is proposing to do so for airspace 

change and the JLAS consider it perverse that the promoter 

refuses to do so for the impacts of airport infrastructure.   

Furthermore, UK policy has adopted WHO standards previously 

and the lack of national urgency in considering these matters 

should not prevent, on a case by case the proper consideration in 

this process. 
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life.  

In October 2017 the DfT published its Consultation Response on UK 

Airspace Policy: A framework for balanced decisions on the design 

and use of airspace. This included the following policy guidance on 

assessing aircraft noise: 

“2.72 So that the potential adverse effects of an airspace change can 

be properly assessed, for the purpose of informing decisions on 

airspace design and use, we will set a LOAEL at 51 dB LAeq 16 hr for 

daytime, and based on feedback and further discussion with CAA we 

are making one minor change to the LOAEL night metric to be 45dB 

LAeq 8hr rather than Lnight to be consistent with the daytime metric. 

These metrics will ensure that the total adverse effects on people can 

be assessed and airspace options compared. They will also ensure 

airspace decisions are consistent with the objectives of the overall 

policy to avoid significant adverse impacts and minimise adverse 

impacts.” 

The ES provides an assessment of aircraft noise and recommends 

mitigation measures to minimise aircraft noise above the LOAELs 

stated in the 2017 Consultation Response, which notes ‘these metrics 

will ensure that the total adverse effects on people can be assessed’.  

Hence the ES has assessed the total adverse effects, as required by 

the ANPS, and there is no policy requirement to consider lower noise 

levels.  

The Applicant notes the LOAELs used for the Northern Runway noise 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 This is discussed further up and the JLAs note that it has been 

achieved for Dublin City Airport and consider that it should not be 

so readily dismissed by the Applicant. 
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assessment are consistent with those used by Applicants for other 

airport seeking consent to expand, and others have not been required 

to model and assess lower noise levels.  

The Applicant therefore confirms that it is not possible to model aircraft 

noise levels down to LAeq 16 hr 45dB and LAeq 8 hr night 39dB within 

the timescale of the Examination, and that to do so would go beyond 

government guidance, not be required by policy, and would be at 

variance with practice in other DCOs by modelling aircraft noise levels 

below the LOAELs of LAeq 16 hr 51dB and LAeq 8 hr night 45dB. 

Air and ground noise combined 

The request is for noise contours and population exposure data for air 

and ground noise to be combined, i.e. summed together. ES Chapter 

14: Noise and Vibration [APP-039] Section 14.11 Combined Effects 

reports an assessment of the combined effects of construction noise, 

air noise ground noise and road traffic noise.  Paragraph 14.11.2 

notes: 

As there is no reliable means of quantitatively assessing the overall 

noise effect resulting from different noise sources, this section 

considers the overall effect of noise from combined sources 

qualitatively. This takes account of factors including the following: 

whether the effects from the different sources would be likely to occur at 

the same time, or the same time of day; 

 

 

 

Accepting that it is not within the UK, Dublin City airport has and 

continues to do so.  Although a slightly different exercise for the 

London Luton Airport Expansion , the Health and Community 

Chapter 13 includes a sensitivity test using WHO 2018 exposure 

response functions to test the outputs of that model. 

 

Simply that it has not been done elsewhere in the UK does not 

prevent it from being appropriate for Gatwick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000832-5.1%20ES%20Chapter%2014%20Noise%20and%20Vibration.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6Y2IyMTpjMDA4Njk3ZTJlNDVmYzg0N2NjYmY4MzI0NjE4MWI2NGI2MjNmYWQ4NDRhNmY1NTJkYjViMWQyYTZiMmY1OTBmOnA6VA
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the duration of any combined effects; 

whether one effect dominates or whether effects might be additive; and 

whether the effects on individual receptors are likely to be on the same 

façade of the property. 

The reasons why the ES has not quantitatively assessed air and 

ground noise together to report the total of air and ground noise are 

further clarified as follows. Whereas for air noise there is clear 

guidance on assessment methodology, including metrics to be used 

and values for LOAEL and SOAEL, this is not the case for ground 

noise, so an appropriate methodology has been developed and 

reported in the ES. Whilst the ground noise assessment methodology 

adopts the same numerical values for LOAEL and SOAEL, the 

assessment methodology is different, because the nature of the noise 

is different, as follows.  

As discussed briefly in ISH5, air noise is a series of peaks separated 

by much longer periods of no aircraft noise, whereas ground noise 

fluctuates but is more continuous and rarely absent. Air noise arrives 

from above so tends to affect all facades of a building, whereas ground 

noise arrives from ground level, it usually affects only one or two 

facades of a building.  Measures to mitigate ground noise are more 

readily available including providing bunds and barriers that are 

present around much of the airport’s perimeter and the Applicant has 

included and maintained in the Project design. Ground noise from an 

airport is much more like other sources of ground level noise such as 

 

 

The JLAs have commented on this in other documents and they 

continue to consider that it would be of value and assistance in 

demonstrating impacts. 
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that from road traffic or industrial/commercial sources.  

British Standard 4142 gives a well-established principle in UK noise 

assessment methodology of comparing noise with background sound 

and attaching significance to the difference between the two. The 

ground noise assessment adopts this principle by considering how 

ground noise compares with noise generated by other ambient noise 

sources. This is particularly relevant at Gatwick Airport because the 

airport is surrounded by roads with the majority of noise sensitive 

receptors beyond these roads, so that the occupants’ perception of 

ground noise from the airport is in the context of road traffic noise on 

the same building facades. Air noise assessment methodology does 

not require a comparison with ambient noise, on the basis that the 

characteristic of air noise is such that aircraft noise peak events are 

high and will be above ambient noise regardless of its level. Hence 

ground noise has to be assessed separately from air noise and adding 

the two together would yield predicted noise levels which could not be 

assessed in any meaningful way. 

Supporting Noise and Vibration Technical Notes to Statements of 

Common Ground,  Appendix B - Ground Noise Fleet Assessment of 

(Doc ref 10.13) provides an update of the ground noise assessment 

including modelling of the slower transition fleet, as requested. It also 

provides context on the relatively small extent of ground noise impacts 

at Gatwick, and more detail on the mitigation measures for ground 

noise including the 16 properties that would be added to the Air Noise 

Insulation Scheme Inner Zone to ensure that the predicted significant 

adverse effects of ground noise are avoided by offering noise 
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insulation in advance. The Noise Insulation Scheme (see ES Appendix 

14.9.10 Noise Insultation Scheme [APP-180]) will be updated to 

include these 16 properties, but will also retain the provision (in 

paragraph 4.1.11) to monitor ground noise levels where necessary so 

that the cumulative noise levels from air noise and ground noise can 

also be considered for other properties in assessing eligibility for the 

inner Zone. 

 

 

 

NV.1.6 The Applicant British Standards 

Paragraph 5.53 of the ANPS says “Operational noise, with respect to 

human receptors, should be assessed using the principles of the 

relevant British Standards and other guidance.” 

ES Chapter 14 [APP-039] Table 14.2.1 says in response “The 

assessment draws on various British Standards including BS 5228…” 

a) Which other British Standards are drawn upon in the 

assessment of operational noise? 

b) What principles from the relevant British Standards are used to 

 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001010-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.10%20Noise%20Insulation%20Scheme.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MmQ3YjozNTBlNzIxNzA5ZGI5ODg4MGQ2MzIwZjYxYTg1ZGRiYTE3YzBlN2YxYjgxOTRlM2ZmZmM3OTM4MzM2OGViODgyOnA6VA
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inform the assessment of operational noise? 

British Standard 4142 Methods for rating and assessing industrial and 

commercial sound is used to assess ground noise from fixed plant as 

noted in paragraph 14.5.16 of the ES.  

Paragraph 7.1.1 of ES Appendix 14.9.3 Ground Noise Modelling 

[APP-173] explains how the principle within this standard requiring 

fixed noise sources to be assessed by comparing predicted levels 

against background noise has been adopted. 

The Applicant presumably also meant to include BS 8233: 2014 

‘Guidance on sound insulation and noise reduction for buildings’, 

which they referenced when defining “their” non-residential 

assessment criteria in NV.1.7. 

NV.1.7 The Applicant 

  

Non-residential Receptors 

Paragraph 5.52 of the ANPS includes some non-residential receptors 

as noise sensitive premises requiring assessment. For non-residential 

receptors can the Applicant explain how their operational noise 

assessment has accounted for receptor specific effect thresholds 

derived from receptor specific guidance or project precedent, including 

schools, premises used for live performance, worship or recording, 

and activities where intelligibility of verbal instructions or the audibility 

of warnings is important? 

 

This question was raised by the ExA in Issue Specific Hearing 5, and a 

summary of the Applicant’s response is provided at Section 5 of 

Written Summary from Oral Submissions from Issue Specific 

Hearing 5: Aviation Noise [REP1-060]. The following response 

The Applicant appears to have directly copied the non-residential 

receptor assessment criteria in Table 2 directly from Chapter 16 

of the London Luton Airport Expansion ES including a typo that 

was corrected at Deadline 93. The Applicant may also wish to 

explain the relevance of criteria for schools, colleges and 

 
3 https://national-infrastructure-consenting.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/TR020001/documents?date-from-day=&date-from-month=&date-from-year=&date-to-day=&date-to-month=&date-to-
year=&searchTerm=appendix+16.1&itemsPerPage=25  

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001003-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.3%20Ground%20Noise%20Modelling.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NWYxODo4M2NmNmIxM2JlZDFhNGQyMjFhMTFlY2ZkNjA1NDI5ZDIxOGJkZjZjOGIyMWM0NGY3YjAzOWQxOWZiYTczM2NiOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001856-10.8.6%20Written%20Summary%20of%20Oral%20Submissions%20-%20ISH5%20Aviation%20Noise.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MWI5ZDo1MjM1ZGY5YzViNThjMjY0NDMzMWIzZjZlOWE3ZmQ2YzFiN2U0Y2I5MWI2NGRiZThhYjNhNWE1Y2ExMDE0OTkyOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/national-infrastructure-consenting.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/TR020001/documents?date-from-day=&date-from-month=&date-from-year=&date-to-day=&date-to-month=&date-to-year=&searchTerm=appendix+16.1&itemsPerPage=25___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZjdlZjoyYTJiOWYzMWQyOGQ4Y2I5NmUwMjAwZGY3OTdlOTU3ODY1NjdjODk5ZDVlZjQzZDY4OGY1NzU0ZGIwMWM2OTM1OnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/national-infrastructure-consenting.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/TR020001/documents?date-from-day=&date-from-month=&date-from-year=&date-to-day=&date-to-month=&date-to-year=&searchTerm=appendix+16.1&itemsPerPage=25___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZjdlZjoyYTJiOWYzMWQyOGQ4Y2I5NmUwMjAwZGY3OTdlOTU3ODY1NjdjODk5ZDVlZjQzZDY4OGY1NzU0ZGIwMWM2OTM1OnA6VA
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provides additional detail. 

Non-Residential Receptor Scoping Criteria 

In ISH5 the Applicant gave the following verbal response: 

5.1.2 The Applicant explained that its methodology for non-residential 

receptors is summarised in ES Chapter 14 paragraph 14.4.76. Noise 

assessment criteria for these types of buildings can be drawn from 

various guidelines and are in all cases at or above LAeq 16 hour 50 dB, i.e. 

within 1dB of the daytime residential LOAEL. For non-residential 

receptors noise change criteria for significant effects are in all cases 

3dB or more. In brief, the approach to assessing non-residential 

receptors was to scope the potential impacts using the LOAEL 

assessment criteria for residential receptors, and to consider each 

non-residential receptor above this in terms of the change expected, 

on a case by case basis. 

5.1.3 The ExA followed up to query whether the Applicant's 

assessment was limited to only those non-residential receptors which 

are already above the LOAEL? The Applicant responded that no, this 

was not the case, as it uses the with development values as a scoping 

tool. So, any of the noise contours that fall above LOAEL would bring 

the non-residential receptor into the zone of potentially needing an 

assessment. 

Table 1 provides screening criteria that can be used on a 

nurseries at noise levels of greater than 63 dB LAeq,16h, as this 

was defined in paragraph 11.2.1 of Appendix 16.1 of the London 

Luton Airport Expansion ES4 based on noise measurements at 

Breachwood Green School. This criterion was based on the 

difference between LAeq,16h and LA1,30min measurements; the 

Applicant should explain how the LA1,30min metric is accounted 

for in their assessment criteria for schools. The JLAs would 

request that the Applicant revise their response in light of this 

feedback. 

The JLAs would like to direct the Examining Authority to section 

11 of the London Luton Airport Expansion ES4 for additional 

information on how non-residential assessment criteria were 

defined. 

The Applicant makes reference to the list of 50 community 

sensitive locations. The JLAs would request to understand 

whether this list is exhaustive and account for all noise sensitive 

non-residential receptors. If it is not exhaustive, why were these 

receptors selected in favour of others? In addition, the Applicant 

provided information on secondary noise metrics (excluding 

overflights) at seven representative community locations. As this 

information is important for providing context, can the Applicant 

explain why only seven locations have been chosen when 

impacts are experienced at communities over a wide area? The 

JLAs’ opinion is that overflights are an important part of providing 

context, through secondary metrics, and requests that the 

 
4 https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020001/TR020001-003006-5.02%20Environmental%20Statement%20Appendix%2016.1%20Noise%20and%20Vibration%20Information.pdf  

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020001/TR020001-003006-5.02%20Environmental%20Statement%20Appendix%2016.1%20Noise%20and%20Vibration%20Information.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6YjE4MTo1OThkYmFmZWFhMTNkZDY0MDA5ZWI3OGQxYTYwZmNhNDRlNGJlZTk0MTllZDI2ZjM4NjI0ZTJlYTIzZThhOGQyOnA6VA
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precautionary basis to scope potential impacts on non-residential 

receptors during operation of the Project drawn from WHO Community 

Noise Guidelines, WHO Night Noise Guidelines and UK Noise 

Insulation Regulations. 

 

 

Table 1 Air noise screening Criteria for Non-residential Receptors 

Receptor Type Noise Level Outdoors (dBA 

free-field) 

Day 0700-

2300 

Night 2300-

0700 

Schools, colleges, libraries 50 dB Leq 16 hr n/a 

Hospitals and hotels 50 dB Leq 16 hr 45 dB Leq 8 hr 

Auditoria, concert halls, 

recording studios 

60 dB Lmax  

50 dB Leq 16 hr 

60 dB Lmax  

50 dB Leq 16 hr 

Places of worship, courts, 50 dB Leq 16 hr n/a 

Applicant provides details on overflights when presenting 

secondary metrics. 

The Applicant’s response on ground noise and road traffic noise 

are not adequate for explaining how noise effects at non-

residential properties were considered. The Applicant identifies 

that some non-residential receptors were considered but it is not 

clear whether these lists are exhaustive. All non-residential 

receptors should be assessed on a case-by-case basis. 
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lecture theatres and museums 

Offices 55 dB Leq 16 hr n/a 

These criteria are all within 1dB of the residential LOAEL of 51 dB LAeq 

16 hr for daytime and 45 dB LAeq 8 hr for night-time.  

Whilst the Lmax metric is used in the screening criteria for critical 

listening spaces (e.g. auditoria, concert halls, theatres and recording 

studios) these do not form part of the assessment of likely significant 

effects for these receptors because Lmax levels from individual aircraft 

would be no greater than experienced in the baseline except close to 

the airport where no auditoria, concert halls or recording studios were 

identified.  The assessment therefore focusses on changes in noise 

exposure as a result of increases in numbers of aircraft movements 

and other noise sources. 

Once non-residential receptors are scoped in, their with Project levels 

and expected noise change can be assessed against specific 

assessment criteria. Table 2 provides specific assessment criteria for 

non-residential receptors using UK guidance from the following: 

 Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment (2014), 

Guidelines for Environmental Noise Impact Assessment; 

 British Standard 8233 (2014) Guidance on sound insulation and 

noise reduction for buildings; 
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 Department for Education (2015), Building Bulletin 93 Acoustic 

design of schools: performance standards; 

 Department of Health (2013), Health Technical Memorandum 

08-01: Acoustics; and  

 Department for Communities and Local Government (2019), 

Planning Practice Guidance: Noise. 

Table 2 Assessment criteria for non-residential receptors 

Receptor Type Noise Level Outdoors 

(dBA free-field) 

Change 

(dB) 

Day Leq 16 hr 

0700-2300 

Night Leq 8 

hr 

2300-0700 

Schools, colleges, 

nurseries 

55-59 

 

n/a >3dB 

 

>63 n/a >2dB 

Hospitals,  >55 >45 >3dB 
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Doctors surgeries, 

medical centres 

>55 n/a >3dB 

Auditoria, concert 

halls, recording 

studios 

>50 >50 <3dB 

Places of worship >50 n/a <3dB 

Offices >55 n/a <3dB 

Museums >55 n/a <3dB 

Community and 

village halls 

>60 n/a <3dB 

Courts >50 n/a <3dB 

Libraries >55 n/a <3dB 

Hotels >50 >45 <3dB 

 

These criteria are all within 1dB of the residential LOAEL of 51 dB LAeq 
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16 hr for daytime and 45 dB LAeq 8 hr for night-time.  So scoping impacts 

using the residential LOAELs for with Project noise levels ensures all 

impacts on non-residential receptors are identified. (Noise level without 

the Project above LAeq 16 hr 50dB that have increases by at least 1dB 

with the Project will be identified in this way as above LAeq 16 hr 51dB 

with the Project.) 

The noise change criteria are in all cases (except Schools above LAeq 

16 hr 63dB) 3dB.  The area within which the air noise LAeq 16 hr noise 

increases of more than 3dB are expected is 2.9 to 3.1 km2 (see ES 

Table 14.9.10), which is mostly within the airport boundary over the 

apron areas, and outside the airport includes approximately 40 

residential properties scattered over the rural area to the west of the 

airport.  

The change criterion for schools above LAeq 16 hr 63dB is 2dB.  There is 

only one school or Nursery above this level of air noise (with the NRP), 

the Little House Montessori in Burstow, where the greatest noise 

increase predicted is 0.6dB (See Table 4.3.2 in ES Appendix 14.9.2 

Air Noise Modelling [APP-172]. The largest increase in air noise at 

any school is LAeq 16 hr 1.4dB in 2032 with the Project compared to the 

2032 baseline. 

The area within which LAeq 8 hr night noise increases of more than 3dB 

are expected is 0.8 km2 (see ES Table 14.9.11) and is entirely within 

the airport boundary. 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001002-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.2%20Air%20Noise%20Modelling.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZTIwZDpjNWExYzZlMWIzNjMxYmMyMDY2MDVmOTE3OTkzOTMwMTA2ZmY3NzE4YTdmODBhNTc3NDA5NmQ2ZTlhMWI3NjMzOnA6VA
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Air Noise Assessment 

The air noise assessment provides modelled noise levels at non-

residential properties to scope impacts above the residential LOAELs.  

Figure 14.9.32 (ES Noise and Vibration Figures - Part 3 [APP-065] 

shows 50 noise sensitive community buildings (21 schools, one 

hospital, 18 places of worship and 7 community buildings) for which 

noise levels are predicted and assessed. The seven Community 

Representative Locations chosen to describe impacts in more detail in 

ES paragraphs 14.9.150 to 14.9.158 are non-residential (6 schools 

and one care home). 

 

Ground Noise Assessment 

Non-residential receptors were considered in assessing the worst 

affected properties for baseline surveys, with measurements carried 

out and used to characterise the ambient noise levels at non-

residential receptors in two of the 13 Noise Sensitive Receptor Areas 

used in the ground noise assessment. Ground noise has been 

modelled at all buildings regardless of use.  The residential LOAELs 

were used to scope impacts at all receptors within the study area, 

including non-residential. ES Appendix 14.9.3 Ground Noise 

Modelling [APP-173] provides predicted noise levels at locations 

representative of a school, a nursery, offices, a care home and an 

aquatic centre and assesses impacts where relevant on a case by 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000860-5.2%20ES%20Noise%20and%20Vibration%20Figures%20-%20Part%203.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6YTI4ODowZjljNTA2Y2E5YmUwN2E4NWM3YTc1MGRmMzAxMThlOWY0YTc5OWJlMWQ1NTNhNmFiOTI1ZDkzMTFmZDQ3NjM1OnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001003-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.3%20Ground%20Noise%20Modelling.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NWYxODo4M2NmNmIxM2JlZDFhNGQyMjFhMTFlY2ZkNjA1NDI5ZDIxOGJkZjZjOGIyMWM0NGY3YjAzOWQxOWZiYTczM2NiOnA6VA
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case basis. 

Road Traffic Noise 

Road traffic noise has been modelled at all buildings regardless of use.  

The residential LOAELs were used to scope impacts at all receptors 

within the study area including non-residential.  Noise changes in the 

Riverside Garden Park have been assessed in detail. Potential noise 

impacts at two hotels and the Gatwick Airport Police Station are 

assessed on a case by case basis in ES Chapter 14: Noise and 

Vibration [APP-039]. 

NV.1.8 The Applicant Description and Character of Aviation Noise 

Paragraph 5.52 of the ANPS states that the noise assessment 

should include a description of the noise sources and the 

characteristics of the existing noise environment, including noise 

from aircraft. ES Appendix 14.9.3 on Ground Noise Modelling [APP-

173] presents sound power levels for taxiing aircraft. 

At 3.1.2 it says “The calculated sound power levels for each aircraft 

type are presented in octave bands at Table 3.1.1 below. It should 

be noted that due to difficulties with accurately measuring in the 31.5 

Hz octave band, calculated levels in the 63 Hz band have been 

assumed to be representative of levels in the 31.5 Hz band”. 

a) Can the Applicant explain the difficulties with measuring and justify 

this assumption? 

 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000832-5.1%20ES%20Chapter%2014%20Noise%20and%20Vibration.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6Y2IyMTpjMDA4Njk3ZTJlNDVmYzg0N2NjYmY4MzI0NjE4MWI2NGI2MjNmYWQ4NDRhNmY1NTJkYjViMWQyYTZiMmY1OTBmOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001003-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.3%20Ground%20Noise%20Modelling.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NWYxODo4M2NmNmIxM2JlZDFhNGQyMjFhMTFlY2ZkNjA1NDI5ZDIxOGJkZjZjOGIyMWM0NGY3YjAzOWQxOWZiYTczM2NiOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001003-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.3%20Ground%20Noise%20Modelling.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NWYxODo4M2NmNmIxM2JlZDFhNGQyMjFhMTFlY2ZkNjA1NDI5ZDIxOGJkZjZjOGIyMWM0NGY3YjAzOWQxOWZiYTczM2NiOnA6VA
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b) Can the Applicant confirm that: 

i. This assumption only applies to ground noise? 

ii. Air noise is modelled using the complete audible 

sound spectrum based on traceable and verifiable 

information? 

c) Can the Applicant provide the noise source sound power values for 

aircraft used in the modelling, as octave band or more granular 

information, either with reference to an application document, an 

additional submission or other publicly accessible source over the 

normal range of operation for those aircraft? 

   a) Sound power has been calculated in line with methodology from 

the Madrid airport study (as noted at para 2.2.1 of ES Appendix 

14.9.3 Ground Noise Modelling [APP-173]) which derives sound 

power levels by reverse implementation of the ISO9613-2 

methodology to predict sound power based on measured levels at 

a known distance.  The methodology in ISO9613 includes formulae 

for deriving ground attenuation and tables of atmospheric 

attenuation in octave bands.  All the formulae and tables start from 

the 63 Hz octave band which makes it difficult to apply the 

methodology below this frequency band. Furthermore, during the 

measurements, there were greater levels of ambient sounds from 

other sources across the airport in the low frequencies and even in 

the 63 Hz band, the signal to noise ratio was significantly reduced 

for a lot of the aircraft pass-bys measured.  For the measurements 

a) There is some confusion about the noise source data that the 

Applicant has used in the ground noise model. Table 3.1.1 

[APP-173] identifies octave band sound power data for four 

aircraft variants but does not explain how this data is applied 

in the model. Paragraph 4.5.1 [APP-173] identifies ‘small’ and 

‘large’ aircraft types but does not state the noise source data 

used to represent these types. 

b) If the air noise model relies on traceable and verifiable 

information, it should be provided as part of the DCO 

application. 

c) Aircraft noise modelling is undertaken using information on 

Noise-Power Distance data and approach/ departure profiles 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001003-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.3%20Ground%20Noise%20Modelling.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NWYxODo4M2NmNmIxM2JlZDFhNGQyMjFhMTFlY2ZkNjA1NDI5ZDIxOGJkZjZjOGIyMWM0NGY3YjAzOWQxOWZiYTczM2NiOnA6VA
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with better signal to noise ratio in the low frequencies, it was 

observed that noise in the 31.5 Hz octave band was generally the 

same as, or lower than, that in the 63 Hz octave band.  The 

assumption that noise in the 63 Hz octave band is representative 

of noise in the 31.5 Hz octave band is conservative, ensuring that 

noise in this frequency band is taken into account and is not 

underestimated at residential receptors. 

b) i) Yes, this assumption only applies to ground noise. 

ii) Yes, air noise is modelled using the complete audible sound 

spectrum based on traceable and verifiable information. 

c) Air noise was modelled with the latest version of the Aircraft Noise 

Contour Model (ANCON) (v2.4). A full description of modelling 

assumptions can be found in Environmental Research and 

Consultancy Department (ERCD) Report. The Environmental 

Research and Consultancy Department of the Civil Aviation 

Authority (or as was) has been producing noise contours for 

Gatwick airport using the ANCON model since 1988 including 

annual contours every year. Up until 2015 the contours were 

produced for the DfT, and since then they have been carried out 

for GAL. ERCD has a team who maintain the model and calibrate it 

for Gatwick Airport using thousands of data points measured at the 

Noise and Track Keeping Noise Monitoring Terminals around the 

airport.  Measurements of SEL and Lmax levels are captured, in all 

cases A-weighted, to allow the full audible spectrum of aircraft 

noise to be modelled. The model uses Noise Power Distance 

from the Air Noise Performance database v2.3. These data 

are tweaked based on radar track data and measured noise 

data so local aircraft noise conditions can be modelled. The 

Applicant identifies that LASmax and SEL noise levels for 

individual aircraft have been measured at noise monitoring 

terminals but have not provided these measurements. Nor 

have they provided information on how this data has been 

used to validate the ANCON noise model and what the margin 

of error is for each aircraft variant at each monitoring location. 

The JLAs consider this information as important for 

understanding any limitations of noise contours. ECAC Doc 

29 4th Edition is used when calculating aircraft noise contours. 

This method applies a spectral adjustment to aircraft Noise 

Power Distance based on air absorption coefficients from 

either SAE-AIR-1845, SAE-ARP-5534 or SAE-ARP-866A. 

Can the Applicant identify which atmospheric attenuation 

method was applied when modelling aircraft noise. 
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curves specific to each aircraft type to define the decay of A 

weighted noise level over distance so as to ensure frequency 

dependent distance attenuation is used specific to each aircraft 

type.   

NV.1.9 The Applicant 

  

Noise Envelopes 

At paragraph 4.1.11 d) of its RR [RR-3043] MSDC states that “There 

should be no allowance for noise contour area limits to increase.” It 

refers to the APF and Guidance CAP 1129. 

5.60 of the ANPS states that “the design of the envelope should be 

defined in consultation with local communities and relevant 

stakeholders, and take account of any independent guidance such as 

from the Independent Commission on Civil Aviation Noise”, 

and goes on to state that: 

“The benefits of future technological improvements should be shared 

between the applicant and its local communities, hence helping to 

achieve a balance between growth and noise reduction.” 

Where in the ES does it show that the Applicant has taken account of 

independent guidance? 

 

The Independent Commission on Civil Aviation Noise (ICCAN) was a 

non-statutory advisory body, established to act as the impartial expert 

adviser to Government and others on all matters relating to aviation 

Firstly we would highlight that CAP 1129, whilst forming the basis 

of useful conversation is limited and dated.  Despite this you will 

see from the comments below that the JLAs consider that this was 
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noise from January 2019 to September 2021 when it was disbanded 

with its responsibilities being passed to the CAA. ICCAN published 

various research and guidance reports which are referred to in ES 

paragraph 14.2.47 and which have been taken into account in 

preparing the ES.  However, it did not produce guidance on Noise 

Envelopes.  Noting ICCAN’s responsibilities were passed to the CAA, 

CAA guidance is the key source of independent guidance available.   

The main published CAA guidance on Noise Envelopes is CAP1129 

Noise Envelopes (CAA, 2013).  It provides the guidance that the DfT 

referred to in 5.60 of the ANPS. It is notable that CAP 1129 is a 

summary of research into noise envelopes and options to develop 

them, rather than a set of requirements to be met. ES Appendix 

14.9.5 Air Noise Envelope Background [APP-175] provides an 

account of how CAP1129 guidance was taken into account in 

formulating the Noise Envelope. Section 2 of that ES appendix 

discusses the noise envelope options considered.  Section 2.2 sets out 

the structure of CAP1129, listing the contents of the six chapters and 

quoting key sections, and explains how the guidance was used to set 

the key themes to be discussed by the Noise Envelope Group. Section 

2.3 discusses CAP1129 guidance on approaches to noise envelopes. 

Section 2.4 discuss options for a noise envelope at Gatwick including 

the 11 metrics described in CAP1129 and their merits for Gatwick 

Airport. Section 2.5 discuss the preferred option, making reference to 

CAP1129 guidance on multiple metrics and combining parameters. 

This section also refers to further CAA guidance in CAP1731 Aviation 

Strategy Noise Forecast Analysis.   CAP1731 analysed the correlation 

between 13 different noise metrics and annoyance and sleep 

not applied in the spirit in which it was intended. In addition 

CAP1731, somewhat misleadingly titled Aviation Strategy: Noise 

Forecast and Analyses (CAA), also contains further information 

on noise limits. 

 

Both documents were produced prior to The Independent 

Commission on Civil Aviation Noise being dissolved and 

responsibilities being transferred to the CAA and so it does not 

necessarily follow that these documents are 

independent.  Furthermore, CAP1129 actually calls for 

independent third parties/advice in setting noise envelopes. 

ICCAN was established precisely because of concerns that 

existing bodies, including the CAA, were not considered to be 

impartial and independent in relation to civil aviation noise issues. 

The JLAs repeatedly raised concerns over the envelope design 

process at the statutory consultation when the Applicant produced 

a fully developed proposal with metrics and limits in the PEIR that 

had not been designed in conjunction with community groups and 

local authorities. Following the consultation, the Applicant set up 

a Noise Envelope Group (NEG) that included a separate Local 

Sub-Group for community stakeholders and local authorities and 

another separate Aviation Sub-Group for aviation stakeholders. 

The NEG was chaired by the Applicant unlike both Heathrow’s 

and Luton’s Noise Envelope Design Groups, which were 

independently chaired. This was somewhat surprising given the 

significant concerns of the local authorities and community groups 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001005-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.5%20Air%20Noise%20Envelope%20Background.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZWNkMTpjMmQ3ZmQ5NmZhOThlY2VlN2FjMTZhMzBkMjAxMzlhNTgyYzIyMjVkNjUzYmQ2YTFiNDJmZDBhZDYzMWExN2MwOnA6VA
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disturbance in the community. These metrics included ATM limits, QC 

limits, LAeq contour areas and population, N60 contours, N65 contours 

etc. ES Appendix 14.9.3 paragraphs 2.5.7 and 2.5.8 note that LAeq 16 hr 

day and LAeq 8 hr night contours provide the closest correlation to 

daytime annoyance and night-time sleep disturbance respectively in 

the CAP1731 analysis, and it is on the basis of this CAA guidance that 

these were chosen as the two primary noise metrics for the Noise 

Envelope.  

Other CAA guidance was also used in developing the Noise Envelope 

including CAP1616 Airspace Design: Guidance on the regulatory 

process for changing airspace design including community 

engagement requirements, as also referred to ES Appendix 14.9.3 

[APP-173]. 

The Noise Envelope Group’s Aviation Sub-Group included the CAA, 

as well as the independent Chairman of the Noise Management Board 

(NMB) and the independent chairman of the NMB’s Noise Community 

Forum. The NMB’s technical advisor’s To70 also contributed and 

NATS were also on represented on that committee. ES Appendix 

14.9.9 Report on Engagement on the Noise Envelope [AS-023] 

provides details of the 12 Noise Envelope Group meetings held 

between May 2022 and October 2022, the material presented and 

opinions expressed.  

Pages 92 to 231 of ES Appendix 14.9.9 Report on Engagement on 

the Noise Envelope [APP-179] are the material prepared by the 

Applicant for the NEG meetings. Pages 232 to 296 provide the main 

over the process up to that point. 

The key stages in a noise envelope deign based on CAP 1129 

are set out in Appendix 14.9.5 [APP-175]: 

• to identify stakeholders,  

• set up a design envelope team from the stakeholders,  

• and produce a proposal. 

The Applicant followed none of these steps and simply produced 

its own proposal and undertook Noise Envelope consultation with 

a proposal already in place. As a result, the process largely 

consisted of the airport explaining their proposals and 

stakeholders (community groups and LAs) feeling increasingly 

frustrated and disenfranchised. 

During the process the Applicant made it clear that it believed the 

policy of “sharing the benefit” no longer applied and the JLAs 

welcome the fact that the Applicant now appears to accept that 

the policy does still form part of overall UK aviation policy.  

 

The Applicant sets out their steps for demonstrating how noise 

benefits are shared but then does not provide any evidence of 

working regarding how the percentage benefits are shared.  

 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001003-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.3%20Ground%20Noise%20Modelling.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NWYxODo4M2NmNmIxM2JlZDFhNGQyMjFhMTFlY2ZkNjA1NDI5ZDIxOGJkZjZjOGIyMWM0NGY3YjAzOWQxOWZiYTczM2NiOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001159-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.9%20Report%20on%20Engagement%20on%20the%20Noise%20Envelope%20(Clean)%20-%20Version%202.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZGQyODoxNWU1YzI1MjBiNjM3NGUxZGNlOWQ2MDY2MjBjYWNjZTc5OTAyODlkOTMxZjk5MmQ4ZWQ1NWZiNTk3MDQ3NWYyOnA6VA
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material prepared by Community Noise Groups for the NEG meetings. 

The consultation was structured around 4 main themes drawn from 

CAP1129 guidance:  

1. Background – policy, Project Noise Objective, PEIR proposal and 

PEIR Consultation feedback analysis 

2. Options – defining the noise envelope 

3. Operating the Noise Envelope – monitoring and reporting, actions 

GAL can take 

4. Enforcement – periodic review, enforcement 

In the Theme 2 meetings, metrics to set limits were discussed, and so 

too were where the limits should be set in view of the policy objective 

to share the benefits of future technology with the community.  

The Applicant noted there is no policy guidance on how to assess 

benefits sharing, and options were presented. GACC presented an 

analysis of sharing the benefits using the proposed Noise Envelope 

limits for 2032 and 2038. See ES Appendix 14.9.9 Report on 

Engagement on the Noise Envelope [AS-023] pages 245 to 249. 

GAL responded to this and also produced its own analysis of sharing 

the benefits, see ES Appendix 14.9.9 Report on Engagement on 

the Noise Envelope [AS-023] pages 165 to 175. The Applicant’s 

analysis used the methodology included in the Bristol Airport Planning 

Appeal Decision, Appeal Ref: APP/D0121/W/20/3259234, 2 February 

The Applicant limits their response by only looking at 2038, where 

there is a clear demonstration of shared benefits between the 

airport and local communities, but omits any analysis of other 

assessment years.  

The Applicant’s method for sharing the benefits is flawed, as it 

allows for a substantial increase in noise contour area in the 2032 

daytime period over the 2019 baseline. It is hard to understand 

how it can be justified that any benefits have been shared with the 

local community in this case.  

Adopting noise contour limits based on the Central Case would 

be the JLAs preference. The slow transition case is based on the 

forecast that, by 2029, the fleet would be made up of 40% next 

generation aircraft (Table 3.1 of Appendix 14.9.5 [APP-175]). 

This assumption can be compared with proposed London Luton 

Airport Expansion, which forecast the fleet would be made up of 

67% next generation aircraft by 2027. This forecast makes GALs 

forecast of 59% next generation aircraft by 2029 Table 3.1 of 

Appendix 14.9.5 [APP-175]) look too conservative. As such, there 

appears to be no reason that the central case could not be 

adopted for noise contour area limits.  

In light of the next generation forecasts for the proposed London 

Luton Airport Expansion the Local Authorities would urge the 

Examining Authority to request that the Applicant reviews their fleet 

forecasts in terms of current market trends. 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001159-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.9%20Report%20on%20Engagement%20on%20the%20Noise%20Envelope%20(Clean)%20-%20Version%202.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZGQyODoxNWU1YzI1MjBiNjM3NGUxZGNlOWQ2MDY2MjBjYWNjZTc5OTAyODlkOTMxZjk5MmQ4ZWQ1NWZiNTk3MDQ3NWYyOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001159-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.9%20Report%20on%20Engagement%20on%20the%20Noise%20Envelope%20(Clean)%20-%20Version%202.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZGQyODoxNWU1YzI1MjBiNjM3NGUxZGNlOWQ2MDY2MjBjYWNjZTc5OTAyODlkOTMxZjk5MmQ4ZWQ1NWZiNTk3MDQ3NWYyOnA6VA
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2022 Inspectors' Report.  The Bristol method can be summarised in 

three steps, as follows: 

Step 1: The “total available benefit” to be shared with the community 

can be expressed as the area of LAeq noise baseline contours in a 

future year with no improvement in fleet noise performance, less the 

contour area in the same future baseline year where fleet improvement 

occurred. 

Step 2: The part of the total available benefit that goes to the 

community is then calculated as the area of the future “no 

improvement with fleet” baseline less the area of the LAeq contour with 

the Project. 

Step 3: The benefits shared between community and industry can be 

expressed as relative percentages of the total available benefit. 

The analysis summarised in the Inspector’s report showed that, in 

terms of population within the daytime LOAEL, 77% of the benefit 

would be consumed by the expansion plans, leaving 33% to the 

community. The Inspector noted in paragraph 271 of the report: 

271. The concept of sharing the benefits is set down by the APF, but it 

gives no guidance on how it should be calculated or assessed. The 

figures cited above demonstrate, along with the raw data from the 

‘with’ and ‘without development’ scenarios against the baseline, that all 

benefits are not fully taken up by the proposed expansion and thus 

there would be some sharing. However, the benefits are weighted 
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more in favour towards expansion, rather than towards the community. 

Following the same methodology, the Applicant’s analysis showed that 

in 2038 when the Noise Envelope limits reduce, compared to the 

future 2038 baseline the degree of sharing the benefits would be 50% 

to the industry (as growth) and 50% to the community (as noise 

reduction) when measured in terms of the area of the day LOAEL with 

the Slower Transition Fleet. For night-time the degree of sharing the 

benefits would be 34% to the industry (as growth) and 66% to the 

community (as noise reduction).  It was noted that in the early years 

after opening noise increases and there is a smaller benefit to the 

community, and that the Central Case fleet had not been assessed. 

There is nothing in the guidance on Noise Envelopes indicating that 

noise levels cannot increase.  

NV.1.10 IPs 

N/A 

Noise Envelopes 

Recognising that concerns have been expressed by some IPs about 

noise envelopes, what would other IPs propose for the initial (2029) 

areas of the 51 dB LAeq, 16hr contour and the 45 dB LAeq, 8hr contour 

and any other noise envelopes, including the use of other metrics? 

What is the basis for the proposed values with reference to policy and 

guidance? 

 

N/A JLA concerns are noted separately. 
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NV.1.11 The Applicant Other Controls 

Paragraph 5.62 of the ANPS states that “The Government also 

expects a ban on scheduled night flights for a period of six and a half 

hours, between the hours of 11pm and 7am, to be implemented….” 

At ISH2 the Applicant explained [REP1-057] about the quota for night 

flights (a control on inputs) imposed by Government, as the airport is 

a designated airport, 

a) How would this work in relation to any controls proposed as 

DCO requirements? 

b) Can the Applicant commit to a ban on night flights for six and a 

half hours between 2300 and 0700? 

If not, can the Applicant provide an explanation as to why this is not 

reasonable? 

 

a) The night flight movement limit and quota count restrictions on 

Gatwick Airport by virtue of the requirements of the Secretary of 

State and the Airport's designated status will continue to operate, 

and they will do alongside the DCO Requirements which are not in 

conflict with them. As those are secured by a separate legislative 

regime, they do not also require to be secured in the DCO. 

Moreover, the Secretary of State reviews those over time, and as 

such it would not be appropriate to fetter that exercise in the DCO.  

b) Paragraph 5.57 of the ANPS makes clear that the following 

paragraphs are stated in relation to the Heathrow Northwest 

a) By virtue of the fact that the DCO is reliant on night flight 

movement limit and quota count restrictions, it is important 

that they should, in some way, be linked to the DCO. As stated 

in our response at NV.1.3, the JLAs believe the concept of 

designated airports to be outdated and the DCO provides an 

opportunity for all noise control measures to be contained in a 

single framework. The ongoing DFT consultation on night 

flight controls suggests that DFT shares the JLAs’ view that 

noise controls are best set locally through the planning 

system. We highlight that the power of the SoS is a 

discretionary one and, as such, if there is an alternative 
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Runway scheme. There is nothing in the ANPS which requires a 

ban on night flights from Gatwick Airport in connection with any 

expansion project, much in the same way as there is not anything 

which require a runway alternation scheme that provides 

communities affected with predictable periods of respite (see para 

5.61 of ANPS). Nonetheless, the Applicant has committed to not 

use the Northern Runway hours of 23:00 – 06:00 unless the 

southern runway (being the airport’s current main runway) is not 

available for use for any reason. As such, the night flight 

restrictions on movements and quota limits will continue to apply, 

and the southern runway will continue to be the Airport's primary 

runway for night flights.  

The ANPS refers to Heathrow Airport and the then night ban 

policy, that was never implemented.  In forming that policy 

government may have felt was appropriate for an airport whose 

night LOAEL covered 1.1 million people (in 2017) and was 

planning to increase this substantially, whereas at Gatwick the 

night LOAEL is forecast to cover 28,000 people and the Project 

would increase it by only 3,100.   

 

control it is reasonable to exercise discretion to disapply it. It 

in no way fetters the discretion of the SoS and perhaps would 

allow them the opportunity to complete revision of the Aviation 

Strategy and formulate new primary legislation to improve 

noise control at UK airports and conduct further research into 

the impacts of the noise.  

b) Whilst the JLAs agree with the Applicant’s response on a night 

flight ban, the JLAs would like to see a more progressive 

approach through a commitment to the continual reduction in 

movements during the night and the night quota period as 

Gatwick has the highest summer night movements and the 

DCO seeks to increase that.  The effects, and the worsening 

directly as a result of the new runway, are cited in the County 

based Local Impacts Reports and contained within  the 

District’s sections.  A curfew would assist but it is the full 8-

hour night that requires optimal protection. 

NV.1.12 The Applicant 

  

What evidence does the Applicant rely upon to show that significant 

effects caused by aircraft noise are avoided through the installation of 

a noise insulation scheme, in relation to occupants of any form of 

permanent residential accommodation? 
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What does the Applicant consider to be the limitations of a noise 

insulation scheme (NIS)? 

Paragraphs 14.2.55 and 14.2.56 of ES Chapter 14: Noise and 

Vibration [APP-039] quote the findings of the Inspector in the 

Cranford Agreement Secretary of State’s Decision, February 2017 

(DCLG, 2017): 

14.2.55 In the Cranford case, the inspector noted ‘the parties do not 

differ about the SOAEL for aircraft noise: it is 63 dB LAeq, 16 hour (or its 

equivalent if other metrics are considered). Noise impacts at that level 

require to be avoided.’  

14.2.56 In the Cranford case the Inspector also noted:  

‘the Examining Authority’s Report and the Secretaries of States’ 

decision on the Thames Tideway Tunnel (TTT) Development Consent 

Order application confirms that the aims of the NPSE are satisfied by 

the provision of acoustic insulation at the level of SOAEL (whatever 

that is determined to be in the particular case), and by other mitigation 

measures below that level.’   

The NPSE requires that significant effects on health and quality of life 

should be avoided.  The Secretary of State, in the Thames Tideway 

Tunnel decision and the Cranford Agreement decisions confirmed that 

acoustic insulation meets this policy requirement. 

Noise insulation is widely used around UK airports. The Applicant 

carried out a review of its Noise Insulation Scheme in 2018, as 

The Applicant does not address the point that has been 

consistently raised by the JLAs of overheating. The summer 

period is when the most aircraft activity occurs and also when the 

highest temperatures occur. It follows that there are overheating 

risks if property occupants need to keep their windows closed to 

provide good internal noise conditions. The Applicant offers 

ventilators as part of the insulation package, which are not 

sufficient to mitigate overheating. The JLA request that the 

Applicant also offer the option of overheating mitigation as part of 

their noise insulation scheme. 

 

The JLAs in their LIRs have also drawn on the exposure response 

functions contained in the SoNA work and that of awakenings to 

demonstrate how the noise insulation scheme (even as existing) 

is of insufficient extent to prevent or avoid exposure. 

 

In addition the JLAs consider that the noise contours should 

provide guidance on the extent of schemes but that, practically 

speaking, other factors should be included For example, where a 

contour bisects a community, then the whole community should 

qualify for the upper level of insulation. As the Examining 

Authority has already highlighted the noise level does not 

suddenly step down at the notional line on a map and at distance 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000832-5.1%20ES%20Chapter%2014%20Noise%20and%20Vibration.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6Y2IyMTpjMDA4Njk3ZTJlNDVmYzg0N2NjYmY4MzI0NjE4MWI2NGI2MjNmYWQ4NDRhNmY1NTJkYjViMWQyYTZiMmY1OTBmOnA6VA
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required under the Airport’s Noise Action Plan. The review involved 

consultation with the scheme provider and local authorities, a review of 

other schemes within Europe, consideration of ventilation options, a 

postal survey of homes who had taken up the scheme, and an 

assessment of the overall effectiveness of the scheme and 

recommendations for improvement. A short questionnaire was 

designed to ask householders what benefit they gained from Gatwick 

Airport’s Noise Insulation Scheme (NIS) and how it could be improved.  

In early July 2019 the questionnaire was sent to over 1,000 

households who have taken up the scheme, and 158 householders 

returned the completed questionnaire.  Of the 158 completed 

questionnaires: 

 68% found the scheme had improved aircraft noise within their 

home; 

 50% said the scheme had reduced sleep disturbance; 

 80% said aircraft noise would disturb them less if the house could 

be adequately ventilated without opening the windows; and 

 74% would consider an alternative form of ventilation such as a 

wall mounted acoustic ventilators. 

So, whilst not all residents with noise insulation felt it had eliminated 

noise, a majority felt it had reduced noise and its disturbance.  

The main recommendations of the review were to increase the funds 

from the airport.  

Furthermore, the JLAs have made clear that the noise insulation 

scheme needs to be based on the single mode contours for 

Easterly and Westerly operations as on any day this is how people 

will experience the noise. Gatwick have repeatedly refused to 

produce these. In contrast Heathrow has produced such 

information. 

 

In terms of the point about the satisfaction with the noise 

insulation, perhaps the Examining Authority can ask the airport 

what data they have from those people who have not received the 

scheme on whether they consider if they would benefit from it? 

 

In relation to the ventilators the JLAs have highlighted their 

concerns about reliance on these and do not consider the overall 

scheme to be satisfactory at this time.  

 

The noise insulation scheme also needs to take into consideration 

the average of one additional noise induced awakening per night 

over the 92 day summer period which it does not at present.   
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available (at that time £3,000 plus VAT, now £4,300 plus VAT) and for 

any new scheme to offer ventilation. The fact that 80% of those with 

the noise insulation scheme felt that aircraft noise would disturb them 

less if the house could be adequately ventilated without opening 

windows suggests that the addition of ventilators as proposed in the 

Northern Runway NIS will greatly improve the effectiveness of the 

scheme. 

ES Appendix 14.9.10 Noise Insultation Scheme [APP-180] notes: 

Residential properties within this zone would be offered acoustic 

ventilators to noise sensitive rooms. This would allow windows to 

remain closed more easily in summer, which, with modern double-

glazed windows, would increase the sound attenuation of the window 

by approximately 15 to 20dB. For properties with older single glazed 

windows, double glazed windows would be offered to noise sensitive 

rooms in addition to ventilators to ensure equivalent levels of 

protection. 

A 15 to 20dB reduction in noise from closing a window would provide a 

considerable drop in internal noise levels, sufficient in many cases to 

considerably reduce noise disturbance including awakening when 

asleep. Thus, the provision of acoustic ventilators is expected greatly 

improve the effectiveness of the noise insulation scheme to be rolled 

out with the Northern Runway Project. 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001010-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.10%20Noise%20Insulation%20Scheme.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MmQ3YjozNTBlNzIxNzA5ZGI5ODg4MGQ2MzIwZjYxYTg1ZGRiYTE3YzBlN2YxYjgxOTRlM2ZmZmM3OTM4MzM2OGViODgyOnA6VA
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NV.1.13 The Applicant Why has the Applicant only set a nighttime aviation noise threshold (55 

dB) for the NIS inner zone? 

 

For the inner zone the policy requirement is to provide mitigation to 

avoid noise levels above SOAEL that is defined in terms of daytime 

and nighttime noise levels.   

In December 2018, Aviation 2050 consulted on measures to improve 

aviation noise management giving proposals on noise insulation in 

paragraph 3.122 as follows: 

3.122 Such schemes, while imposing costs on the industry, are an 

important element in giving impacted communities a fair deal. The 

government therefore proposes the following noise insulation 

measures:  

to extend the noise insulation policy threshold beyond the current 

63dB LAeq 16hr contour to 60dB LAeq 16hr to require all airports to review 

the effectiveness of existing schemes. This should include how 

effective the insulation is and whether other factors (such as 

ventilation) need to be considered, and also whether levels of 

contributions are affecting take-up the government or ICCAN to issue 

new guidance to airports on best practice for noise insulation 

schemes, to improve consistency for airspace changes which lead to 

significantly increased overflight, to set a new minimum threshold of an 

increase of 3dB LAeq, which leaves a household in the 54dB LAeq 16hr 

contour or above as a new eligibility criterion for assistance with noise 

insulation. 

The latest policy guidance for consultation suggests noise insulation 

should be set for daytime LAeq 16 hr noise levels, not night-time.   

Some of the JLAs referred to the exposure response function in 

the SoNA work referred to in ISH5 and in their LIRs. 

 

The JLAs highlight that aviation policy is somewhat fragmented, is 

overdue a full revision and considerably lagging the ever-

increasing scientific evidence of the effects of aircraft noise.  

 

The Applicant can exercise their discretion and go beyond policy. 

This would be consistent with Regulation 598/2014 on the ICAO 

Balanced Approach, that, as retained EU law, is precedent over 

policy.  

In CAP 2161, Survey of Noise Attitudes 2014: Aircraft Noise and 

Sleep Disturbance, (further analysis) the same percentage as were 

affected at 55 dB LAeq 8h were found to be affected at 48 dB LAeq 

8h. It has been argued by at least one local authority in the LIRs 

that, as a result, the night inner zone should be set at the lower 

threshold. 

 

Further the extent of the additional noise induced awakenings 

produced by Gatwick indicates that the existing scheme, rather 

than being generous, affords inadequate protection to the 

population at night based on the one additional aircraft noise 

induced awakening. Therefore, the inner zone night scheme 

should be extended to the extent of one additional aircraft noise 
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When developing the proposals for the Outer Zone, noting there is no 

policy requirement to fully mitigate noise to avoid effects below 

SOAEL, the Applicant took this consultation proposal and set the 

boundary of the Outer Zone to contribute to noise insulation at noise 

levels above the LAeq 16 hr 54 dB level in Aviation 2050, albeit that 

significant increases in overflight and increases in 3dB are not 

expected in the vast majority of the zone.  

Comparing ES Figures 14.9.1 and 14.9.9 (or viewing day and night 

LAeq contours in the Air Noise Viewer5) shows that the LAeq 16 hr 54 dB 

contour that forms the Outer Zone follows approximately the LAeq 8 hr 

48dB contour, both of which are 3dB above the respective day and 

night LOAELs, indicating a broadly equivalent level of protection for 

noise effect during the day and night. As such, whilst the Application 

could have also included he LAeq 8 hr 48dB contour, there would have 

been no practical difference in terms of the area which is covered and 

which will benefit from the Outer Zone scheme.   

induced awakening per night (as an average across the 92 

summer night). 

 

 

 

 

 

The scheme for the 54 dB LAeq 18h day is a package of a 

maximum of £3500 for insulation only.  

 

The scheme for night inner zone 55 dB LAeq 8h is a maximum 

package of £20,000 to include insulation, ventilators, upgraded 

ceilings and replacement doors. 

The sleep disturbance impacts at 48 LAeq 8h arguably cross the 

SOAEL threshold, in light of SoNA and as set out above. Therefore 

the mitigation suggested by the use of the outer zone scheme is 

inadequate in the view of the JLAs. 

 

 

 

 

 
5 NRP - Public Aircraft Noise Viewer 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/erm.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=afc6c20e5507482fab156f19bc430960___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6ZTYxZjo2MjM1ODAxOGNjZDJmYWM1NjYwYjgyNDRiMTc4ZGIwNDI3NDZhOWYzYjhlNTc2ZDhkMjU1MTc2MTgzM2ZmOGYyOnA6VA
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NV.1.14 The Applicant With regard to the new NIS, can the Applicant explain why this could 

not be open for applications immediately after the making of the DCO 

to allow any eligible dwellings to benefit as soon as practicable from it? 

 

It is not appropriate or necessary for the scheme to open until a final 

decision has been taken to deliver the expansion that the DCO would 

permit, and in respect of which the new NIS is required to mitigate 

impacts. Until that decision is taken and the expansion scheme is 

being delivered, there will be no additional impacts that will need to be 

mitigated.   

The Applicant is confident that it can deliver the noise insulation 

measures to all properties within the Inner Zone within 4 years, and so 

before the northern runway is operable and the significant effects 

which are required to be avoided arise.  

With regard to the Outer Zone, it will take longer to deliver those 

measures, but it is also the case that there are not significant adverse 

impacts on health and quality of life which need to be avoided for the 

Outer Zone. The Applicant is applying the noise insulation scheme to 

this zone so as to mitigate and minimise adverse impacts on health 

and quality of life from noise experienced by those properties, but it is 

not the case that should those impacts arise before the scheme 

measures have been delivered significant adverse impacts on health 

and quality of life will arise that policy would require are avoided.  

The Applicant states it is confident it can deliver the NIS within 4 

years but provides no evidence to back up this assertion. The 

JLAs would request that the Applicant undertakes a market 

feasibility study to identify how long it would take for properties in 

the Inner Zone and the Outer Zone to be insulated. 

 

The JLAs consider the success of the installation of mitigation at 

properties to be a factor for the release of capacity on the new 

runway.  

NV.1.15 The Applicant Can the Applicant explain why it cannot identify dwellings eligible as a 

result of total aviation noise, that is to say air and ground noise 
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  combined, based on calculations, rather than wait until measurement 

of ground noise have been made after the Proposed Development 

becomes operational? 

Appendix B - Ground Noise Slower Transition Fleet Assessment of 

Supporting Noise and Vibration Technical Notes to Statements of 

Common Ground (Doc Ref. 10.13) provides an update to the extent of 

noise insulation to be required for ground noise based on predicted 

noise levels.  It also explains the approach taken to insulation for air 

and ground noise including the following. 

Ground noise at Gatwick Airport is mitigated through operating 

procedures and a sizeable noise bund running around the northern 

perimeter of the airport, up to 12m high in places, and the serpentine 

wall noise barrier that can be seen around the eastern apron area. 

There is no apron or taxing routes along the south side of the airfield. 

The main housing area is to the north, well screened by the noise 

bund and beyond Povey Cross Road.  To the immediate east and west 

under the flight paths there is no housing. To the south there is mainly 

airport and commercial property with scattered housing on the far side 

of the Charlwood Road. To the northwest there is a single property 

and scattered properties before the village of Charlwood 700m from 

the nearest taxiway.  Consequently, ground noise has not been a 

major concern to the local community in recent years. In the 10 years 

from the beginning of 2010 to the end of 2019, there was a total of 16 

recorded noise complaints linked with ground noise.  In contrast 

complaints from aircraft in flight, i.e. from aircraft in the air, peaked at 

25,593 complaints in the 2019 year.  

The numbers of properties affected by ground noise is very small 

compared to Air Noise for which there are about 400 properties above 

The JLAs have consistently provided criticism of the ground noise 

assessment, which has yet to be addressed by the Applicant – see 

NV.1.5. The JLAs are of the opinion that the ground noise 

assessment is not fit for purpose and would urge the Applicant to 

provide an assessment that models all sources of ground noise for 

a reasonable worst-case day and provides suitable assessment 

criteria for identifying likely significant effects.  
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SOAEL. It is for this reason that the Inner Zone Noise Insulation 

Scheme has been developed primarily for Air Noise.  The few 

properties that are predicted to be significantly affected by ground 

noise and lie outside the Air Noise Inner Zone are listed in Section 5 of 

that report, and will be added to the NIS to ensure that significant 

effects on health and quality of life due to ground noise are avoided. 

The NIS will still provide for measurements if needed to further add 

properties to the scheme as a back up to the modelling to address the 

inevitable uncertainty with modelling, and in particular with additive 

ground and air noise levels. 

NV.1.16 The Applicant In terms of the initiation of the NIS for eligible dwellings can the 

Applicant explain why it is not proposing to identify all eligible dwellings 

and engage with occupiers and owners of those dwellings to promote 

the take up of the NIS? 

 

As referred to in our response to NV.1.14 above, we have taken 

account of further views on the NIS and ES Appendix 14.9.10 Noise 

Insulation Scheme Update Note [REP2-031] provides further details 

of the scheme. These include the commitment to contact all 

owners/occupiers of eligible properties including following up where 

any household requires assistance in understanding what is on offer. 

The JLAs have provided a separate response to ES Appendix 

14.9.10 Noise Insulation Scheme Update Note [REP2-031] 

NV.1.17 The Applicant Can the Applicant set out any procedures that would be put in place as 

part of the NIS [APP-180] to ensure the required acoustic performance 

is maintained? 

 

ES Appendix 14.9.10 Noise Insulation Scheme Update Note 

[REP2-031] states the acoustic specification of the glazing and 

acoustic ventilators. Tenderers will be required to demonstrate 

The JLAs have provided a separate response to ES Appendix 

14.9.10 Noise Insulation Scheme Update Note [REP2-031] 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001912-D2_Applicant_5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.10%20Noise%20Insulation%20Scheme%20Update%20Note.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NzZlNjoxNmM5NzIwNWZkYzdjN2VlOWI3NjQ1OGFmZTE5YmQ2MDgyMDIzODNhMmViOWJjZWEyZWE5NzJmOTQ0ZWJkM2YwOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001912-D2_Applicant_5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.10%20Noise%20Insulation%20Scheme%20Update%20Note.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NzZlNjoxNmM5NzIwNWZkYzdjN2VlOWI3NjQ1OGFmZTE5YmQ2MDgyMDIzODNhMmViOWJjZWEyZWE5NzJmOTQ0ZWJkM2YwOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001912-D2_Applicant_5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.10%20Noise%20Insulation%20Scheme%20Update%20Note.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NzZlNjoxNmM5NzIwNWZkYzdjN2VlOWI3NjQ1OGFmZTE5YmQ2MDgyMDIzODNhMmViOWJjZWEyZWE5NzJmOTQ0ZWJkM2YwOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001912-D2_Applicant_5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.10%20Noise%20Insulation%20Scheme%20Update%20Note.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6NzZlNjoxNmM5NzIwNWZkYzdjN2VlOWI3NjQ1OGFmZTE5YmQ2MDgyMDIzODNhMmViOWJjZWEyZWE5NzJmOTQ0ZWJkM2YwOnA6VA
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compliance with these acoustic performances for both new and in-

service products that will also be provided to the home owner with 

suitable guarantees. The Applicant will audit the installation of the 

acoustic products as a sample of first home to receive the scheme.  

This commitment will be added to an update of the Noise Insulation 

Scheme [APP-180] to be submitted to the ExA.  

NV.1.18 The Applicant In relation to the schools NIS, can the Applicant confirm the process 

for a school to raise a concern and the timeframes involved. Can the 

Applicant also clarify how significant improvement of teaching 

conditions would be assessed to determine the eligibility of the school? 

 

The process for schools to apply for consideration for the noise 

insulation scheme would open upon commencement of routine 

operations on the Northern Runway as part of dual runway operations, 

because it may not be possible to carry out the noise surveys to 

establish if acoustic treatments should be offered until the Northern 

Runway is in routine use.  The Applicant will write to all qualifying 

schools. A description of the process will be added to the Noise 

Insulation Scheme confirming that the scheme would open upon 

commencement of routine operations on the Northern Runway as part 

of dual runway operations, with the aim of carrying out surveys within 1 

year and any remedial works within 2 years. 

For any school applying for noise insulation, the Applicant will arrange 

an acoustic study to determine if remedial works are necessary and 

appropriate.  The first stage will involve establishing if teaching areas 

are currently compromised by noise intrusion.  This would involve 

surveys to compare internal noise levels with the standards set out in 

Building Bulletin 93, Acoustic design of schools: performance 

standards, 2015, such as the recommendation for aircraft or train 

noise to be no louder than 60 dB LA1, 30 minutes or internal ambient noise 

Can the Applicant identify where this process is secured in the 

DCO? 

 

 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001010-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.10%20Noise%20Insulation%20Scheme.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MmQ3YjozNTBlNzIxNzA5ZGI5ODg4MGQ2MzIwZjYxYTg1ZGRiYTE3YzBlN2YxYjgxOTRlM2ZmZmM3OTM4MzM2OGViODgyOnA6VA
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levels to be no higher than 40 dB LAeq 30 minutes. Schools meeting the 

standards would not require improvement. The second stage would 

involve analysing the internal noise levels to establish whether aircraft 

noise was contributing to the exceedance of the preferred standards. 

Where aircraft noise was at least as loud as other external noise 

sources, the need for remedial measures to be considered would be 

established. In these cases, measures to improve the internal noise 

environment would be identified where practicable. In many cases this 

is likely to involve improving ventilation to allow windows to remain 

closed in warmer weather, or it could include upgrading the acoustic 

performance of glazing.  

NV.1.19 The Applicant Can the Applicant set out the justification for not applying the schools 

NIS to nurseries or pre-schools? 

 

The Applicant acknowledges that some Nurseries and Pre-Schools do 

have teaching rooms that require low ambient noise conditions, as 

referred to in Building Bulletin 93, Acoustic design of schools: 

performance standards, 2015.  The Noise Insulation Scheme [APP-

180] will be adjusted so as to include Nurseries and Pre-Schools.  

The JLAs welcome this update and will reserve further comment 

until they have seen and considered the revised Noise Insulation 

Scheme. 

NV.1.20 The Applicant Construction Noise and Vibration 

The CoCP [REP1-021] includes various topic-based Annexes [APP-083 

to APP-087]. 

The Applicant is asked to consider including a noise and vibration 

management plan as an Annex. 

 

As explained in the noise and vibration section of the CoCP [APP- The JLAs are concerned that measures relied upon to avoid 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001010-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.10%20Noise%20Insulation%20Scheme.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MmQ3YjozNTBlNzIxNzA5ZGI5ODg4MGQ2MzIwZjYxYTg1ZGRiYTE3YzBlN2YxYjgxOTRlM2ZmZmM3OTM4MzM2OGViODgyOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-001010-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%2014.9.10%20Noise%20Insulation%20Scheme.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MmQ3YjozNTBlNzIxNzA5ZGI5ODg4MGQ2MzIwZjYxYTg1ZGRiYTE3YzBlN2YxYjgxOTRlM2ZmZmM3OTM4MzM2OGViODgyOnA6VA
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000916-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%205.3.2%20Code%20of%20Construction%20Practice.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MGI2Njo3MDZkMThhZjRhN2JjNzZhMGExZjg2MGUzY2ZmYWE0NDU1NmVkZTA2MTYxZThkOWJmMTkzNjAwYmRlNjU0YTdhOnA6VA
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082], the Section 61 applications to be made by the contractor once 

the final methods of working are available, to be agreed with the local 

planning authority, will in effect become site specific noise 

management plans at that time. Accordingly, it is not considered that a 

further noise and vibration management plan to re-explain the 

information in that section of the CoCP is required.  

significant construction noise and vibration effects are not 

secured in the DCO. S61 is not appropriate means of securing 

mitigation as it is a process that allows for significant effects to 

occur. The JLAs support the Examining Authority’s request for a 

noise and vibration management plan that would be secured 

through the CoCP [APP-082] and contain details of specific 

construction noise and vibration mitigation required to avoid 

significant effects. 

 

 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020005/TR020005-000916-5.3%20ES%20Appendix%205.3.2%20Code%20of%20Construction%20Practice.pdf___.YXAxZTpzaGFycGVwcml0Y2hhcmQ6YTpvOmJiMzA0YzA2N2VhYWNjMTBmZTBjOGFjNDZmMDlhYWZlOjY6MGI2Njo3MDZkMThhZjRhN2JjNzZhMGExZjg2MGUzY2ZmYWE0NDU1NmVkZTA2MTYxZThkOWJmMTkzNjAwYmRlNjU0YTdhOnA6VA

